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That’s right, BEC is celebrating its 25th year
as the leading voice for the environment here
in Butte County. One hundred members,
along with BEC staff and board of directors,
kicked off the celebration November 9th at

the Sierra Nevada Brewing Company. Guests
at BEC’s birthday party enjoyed delicious
food and drink as well as a lively retrospec-
tive of the organization’s past 25 years.

John Merz and Mike McGinnis, founding
members of BEC, began the retrospective
with colorful commentary on the early days
when BEC was synonymous with recycling.
Those were the days when BEC members had
the dubious honor of collecting recyclables
curbside, for a hefty customer fee of $1 per
month. John recalled his Buford truck and
later Jon Luvaas recalled with fondness, the
joy of smashing glass with early environmen-
tal cohorts. BEC also had a garden adjacent to
the warehouse as a part of the popular
Community Garden project of that era.

Along with starting the recycling program
here in Chico, BEC’s early accomplishments
included its work in stopping the building of
a coal plant in Butte County in the late 1970’s
and in helping to get the 4,100 acre Ishi area
and Buck’s Lake designated as wilderness
areas in 1984. BEC was also on the forefront
in stopping the 750-acre Rancho Arroyo
project, which first sought approval in 1982
and later re-emerged as the Bidwell Ranch
development project. BEC gathered wide-
spread support among disparate factions for
acquisition of the property as a grand scale
community wetlands preserve.

Lynn Barris and Jon Luvaas continued the
retrospective, citing Jon’s success in leading
the opposition to a New Town in the Little
Chico Creek Canyon, which would have put a

thousand new homes in this pristine canyon
wilderness. BEC has also made a critical
impact on protection of our region’s ground-
water from massive extraction by DWR in the
Supplemental Water Purchase Program.
Currently, both Barbara Vlamis, BEC’s
director, and Lynn Barris serve on the State
Water Board where they continue to advocate
for protection of our precious groundwater.

Lynn and Jon rattled off a long list of
successes BEC has had in protecting our
region’s environment through the 90’s but
cautioned that such successes are never in the
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General Plans/Land UseGeneral Plans/Land UseGeneral Plans/Land UseGeneral Plans/Land UseGeneral Plans/Land Use
1.Comment at public hearings on projects

and general plan amendments based on local,
state, and federal law.

2.Participated in the update of the Chico
General Plan for three years and continues to
pursue implementation.

3.Repeat to the Board of Sups and the
County Planning Commission that a County
General Plan update is sorely needed.

4.Legal action when the law is broken:
Kohrdt, Drake, City of Chico.

5.Assist concerned citizens from every
corner of the north state with legal questions,
agency referrals, and the public review
process.

6.Member of the Butte County Aggregate
and Surface Mining Committee.

WWWWWeeeeetland and Wtland and Wtland and Wtland and Wtland and Watatatatatererererershed Prshed Prshed Prshed Prshed Proooootttttectionectionectionectionection
1.Comment on Army Corps of Engineers

General Permit proposals and specific
wetland permits

2.Call for public hearings regarding
specific permits of significance in Butte
County.

3.Participate in agency (Corps, F&WS,
EPA) workshops and hearings.

4.Worked for two years as a member of
the steering committee for the Chico Habitat
Resource and Conservation Plan.

5.Joined lawsuit to protect the listing of
the threatened and endangered shrimp
ongoing in federal court.

6.Appointed to the California Public
Advisory Group in March 2000 for water
quality assessment and clean up as required
by the federal Clean Water Act.

7.Annual Chico Creeks Cleanup.

GrGrGrGrGround Wound Wound Wound Wound Watatatatater Prer Prer Prer Prer Proooootttttectionectionectionectionection
1.Supported the grassroots Measure F

Initiative in 1996 to protect valley ground
water with a balanced Water Commission.

2.Comment at CalFed hearings and
before the Butte County Water Commission
on an ongoing basis.

3.Maintain an advocate before critical
CalFed committees and conferences through-
out the State.

4.Speaker at Public Officials for Water
and Environmental Reform conference fall
1999 in Los Angeles.

5.Participating in the Butte County Water
Commission subcommittee to protect local
ground water and the environment from water
sales.

Coalition CrCoalition CrCoalition CrCoalition CrCoalition Creation, Peation, Peation, Peation, Peation, Parararararticipation, andticipation, andticipation, andticipation, andticipation, and
MaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenanceMaintenance

1.Coordinated the local wetlands coalition
from 1990 to 1994.

2.Stopped a raid on north state water with
a coalition including Community Alliance
With Family Farms, Yolo County Irrigation
District, & Cherokee Watershed Group.
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A special thanks to Shelley Fairchild and her
daughter Caroline, for providing musical
entertainment at BEC’s 25th Birthday Party
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Instead of a “New” town of 30,000 residents, the pristine vernal pool and oak woodlands
savannah still exist today south of Chico.

bag. Lynn drove home the fact that all of
BEC’s hard work over the past decade on
wetlands, water, land use and more, continues
today and will continue year after year. BEC’s
work is truly never done due to the assault of
population growth and the bulldozers of
development.

So began BEC’s 25th year celebration.
Thanks to all who have given their time,
talent, sweat, and money to support this
organization’s vital work. May the next 25
years bring us continued success as we carry
on BEC’s long-lived spirit and hard work.
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The Environmental News is published quarterly. The Environmental News covers all environmental
news and events for the benefit of Butte County. To submit articles or events for the Environmental
Calendar, email Christy Strauch at christy@shocking.com  All  articles submitted to the Environmental
News should be sent via E-mail (w/ Word attachment preferred) to staff@becnet.org. Articles must be
submitted 30 days before publication. All articles must include the author's name, address and
telephone number.BEC reserves the right to edit all work for reasons of space, clarity or libel. The
opinions expressed by article contributors are not necessarily those of BEC. Photos and artwork will
be returned if requested.
The Environmental News Copyright 2000 is a publication of the Butte Environmental Council. All rights
reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in
any form by any means; electronic, mechanical, photocopy, recording or otherwise, without the prior
written permission of the publisher.

BEC
The Butte Environmental Council (BEC) is a non-profit corporation. Founded in
1975, BEC is devoted to environmental education and information, referral
services, and advocacy. BEC is located at 116 W. Second Street, #3, Chico,
CA 95928, (530) 891-6424. BEC is open Monday through Thursday, 9:30
am to 1 pm (business only), 1:30 pm to 5 pm (open to public).

How to Join BEC

To join BEC, just fill out the membership form on
the back page of this paper. Yearly memberships
are:

$20$20$20$20$20 Low income $100$100$100$100$100 Wetlands Watch
$35$35$35$35$35 Individual $150$150$150$150$150 Energy Elite
$50$50$50$50$50 Household $500$500$500$500$500 Cougar Cadre
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The Creeks of Chico 2000 Cleanup, organized and hosted by Butte Environmental Council, was
a raving success! After carefully counting the number of volunteers who signed in for the event,
there were over 140 participants who pulled 5,280 pounds of trash and 1,700 pounds of
recycling according to Norcal Waste Systems, Inc., sponsor of and participant in the event.
Little Chico Creek, Big Chico Creek, and Lindo Channel were walked and cleaned in the urban
area, leaving them in a healthier state for the winter waters that will be approaching soon.

Thanks to the following sponsors for making clean creeks possible for Chico! Big Chico
Creek Watershed Alliance, Brooklyn Bridge Bagel Works, Butte County Public Works Dept.,
California Coastal Commission, Chico News and Review, Clean up the World, Dan Carter, Ed’s
Printing, Foster’s Old Fashioned Freeze, Greater Chico Homeless Task Force, Heritage
Partners, KHSL-TV 12, Monroe A. Sprague M.D., Neal Road Landfill, Norcal Waste Systems,
Inc., Pullins Cyclery, Sacramento River Watershed Program, Sierra Nevada Brewery, Stash
Distributing, Upper Crust Bakery and Cafe, Videomaker Magazine

Outstanding Creek Cleanup!

                              “Quote”of the Season                              “Quote”of the Season                              “Quote”of the Season                              “Quote”of the Season                              “Quote”of the Season
“I believe that environmentalists are aching to find a way to express the depth of their
commitment, and the profound threat that they sense—a way to take into account
everything that we are. We are a lot more than political beings. We should not be shy to
talk about the belief that our work goes beyond the material—to a place of great strength
and sustenance.”

Phil Klasky, an activist who helped five Colorado tribes stave off California’s
proposed nuclear waste dump at Ward Valley. Terrain Fall 1999

Farm Sanctuary
Farm Sanctuary is a leading voice for farm animals in the United States. The
organization conducts undercover investigations and exposes cruel farming
practices; rescues, rehabilitates, and provides life long care for abused farm

animals; and works to stop inhumane factory farms through legislation, litigation, and public
awareness campaigns.
Farm Sanctuary’s Orland, California shelter is open to visitors on Saturdays and for special
events, and the organization also offers various volunteer opportunities.
For more information call 530-865-4617; write P.O. Box 1065, Orland, CA 95963; or e-mail
west@farmsanctuary.org. You can learn more about Farm Sanctuary by visiting their website:
www.farmsanctuary.org.
National Office: PO Box 150 Watkins Glen, NY 14891 Ph. 607-583-2225 Fx. 607-583-2041
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For only $20 for a half year and $30 for a full year, your paper will be delivered to
your door if you live between Hwy 99, 20th Street, Sandy Gulch, and Nord/Walnut.
Double that price for mail deliveries outside of that area.

Please note: make checks payable to “Tim Bousquet” (not the Chico Examiner) and mail
to PO Box 4627, Chico CA 95927.

Thanks to everyone for your continued readership and support.
Check out the website at: http://www.chicoexaminer.com
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“What Does BEC Do For You and the North State?” continued from page 1

CleanupsCleanupsCleanupsCleanupsCleanups
Each year the BEC Park and Creek Cleanups
have attracted hundreds of volunteers.  Local
schools, service clubs, Scout troops, and local
businesses form teams to help clear the Park
and creeks of trash and recyclables. The
beauty of our wildlands is observed and
appreciated while the benefits of recycling
and teamwork are learned.

Endangered Species FaireEndangered Species FaireEndangered Species FaireEndangered Species FaireEndangered Species Faire
The Endangered Species Faire is the oldest
regional environmental fair in northern
California. The Faire promotes public
awareness and understanding of environmen-
tal topics and issues. Thematically, it stresses
the ecological principles of interdependence
and the connection between all living systems
and creatures. The Faire brings together local
K-12 teachers and their students, CSU Chico
professors and students, representatives from
state and federal resource agencies, and
members of conservation organizations to
present this principle to the public.

Eco-Life with Professor Jon HooperEco-Life with Professor Jon HooperEco-Life with Professor Jon HooperEco-Life with Professor Jon HooperEco-Life with Professor Jon Hooper
Eco-Life is a program which enables college
students to teach in a local classroom by

3.Continue BEC’s umbrella function
through the Eco-Directory and publishing
articles and alerts from sister organizations in
the Environmental News and on BEC’s web
site.

The Beach Bill
The Senate passed the BEACH bill by unanimous consent. The bill requires coastal
(including Great Lakes) states to adopt EPA-recommended, health-based standards for
recreational beach water, improves monitoring and public notification programs, and
authorizes $30 million annually in grants to assist states in their upgrades. Currently, beach
water monitoring programs vary considerably among the states (and even within some
states), and few states have adopted EPA’s 1986 recommended criteria. Senators Lautenberg
and Smith (NH) and their staffs worked long hours to finalize a bill enviros support and
coastal states accept.

The House is expected to pass the BEACH bill shortly and send it to the President’s desk. On Earth Day 1999, the House passed Rep.
Bilbray’s BEACH bill by unanimous consent. Bilbray and House TIC staff have been working with Senate.

American Oceans Campaign, Natural Resources Defense Council, Surfrider Foundation, Center for Marine Conservation, Clean Water
Network and 100's of local groups have spent years trying to get the BEACH bill passed. Thanks to everyone who helped generate reports,
phone calls, action alerts, post cards, press stories, and provided other assistance.

KnoKnoKnoKnoKnow Yw Yw Yw Yw Your Local Land Tour Local Land Tour Local Land Tour Local Land Tour Local Land Trrrrrususususust!t!t!t!t!
Nonprofit land trusts have been a huge
success in protecting open spaces threatened
by the sprawling, haphazard development
that is eating away landscapes we once took
for granted.

Indeed, local and regional land trusts
have protected 4.7 million acres of open
space in thousands of communities, where
their local presence allows them to know the
land and the landowners personally. The
nations’ 1200 land trusts have garnered the
support and admiration of millions of
Americans for their unique and lasting work
in an era when the nation is losing some
7,000 acres of open space each day.

Most of us are well aware of the work
that national organizations have done in our
area. But, are you aware that there is a living
and breathing land trust working in our local
region?

What better time is there than now to get
to know your local land trust?

Northern California Regional Land Trust
(NCRLT), headquartered in Chico, is
dedicated to promoting the conservation and
preservation of our open spaces, agricultural
lands and natural resources. These goals are
accomplished by the cooperation between
private landowners, public agencies, and
other non-profit groups working together for
the enhancement of the quality of life for all
people.

Northern California Regional Land Trust
was founded in 1990 under the former name
of Parks and Preserves Foundation and
functioned as a local, grass-roots land trust
that promoted cooperative preservation and
enhancement of scenic, open space and
significant habitat resources. Since then, our
approach has not changed, but we have

changed our name, and broadened our
geographic focus to include parts of the
Sacramento valley and a bit more of the
Sierra /Cascade foothill and mountain areas.

Northern California Regional Land Trust
has placed approximately 350 acres of land
into conservation easements in the foothills of
the northern Sierra. We are especially proud
of securing a conservation easement on 100
acres in Paradise, protecting ancient Ponde-
rosa Pines in the area.  This project, a joint
effort by us and our affiliate the Paradise
Ridge Land Trust, shows what can be
accomplished when we establish partner-
ships.

The Trust has led education and outreach
programs on land use issues for financial
planners, city planners, county and city
government officials, landowners, developers
and environmental organizations. In addition,

NCRLT has raised over  $10,000 for the City
of Chico’s Bidwell Park in the “March for
Parks” event, promoted and supported tree
planting throughout the City of Chico,
participated in community projects including
the revegetation and maintenance of a section
of Highway 99, and is working in partnership
with Chico State University on a riparian
restoration project along Butte Creek.

You can make a big difference in
protecting open spaces by getting involved
with NCRLT.  If you would like more
information about Northern California
Regional Land Trust, or would like to
volunteer or inquire about membership,
please do not hesitate to call us at (530) 894-
7738.

Early staff picture of the Butte Environmental
Council.

providing environmental education curricu-
lum to grade school children. Possible topics
include: recycling, solid waste, wetlands,
endangered species, creek restoration, etc.
BEC has a library to assist the students in
creating and developing a curriculum.

Environmental NewsEnvironmental NewsEnvironmental NewsEnvironmental NewsEnvironmental News
The Environmental News (EN) quarterly
newspaper reaches 5,000 north state residents
and provides them with substantial informa-
tion found nowhere else in the regional
media. A new component is a children’s
section that will pull your little ones into the
environmental discussion. The EN also
provides a forum for sister groups and
coalition partners to reach a wider audience
with their projects and activities.

WWWWWebebebebeb
Thanks to the dedication of Chuck Lundgren,
BEC’s Web Master, we have a comprehensive
site that brings important regional informa-
tion and alerts to the public. The web site is
another avenue for BEC’s sister groups and
coalition partners to reach a wider audience.

In 1988, Kelly Meagher (on right) represent-
ing BEC, brought a referendum to the public,
stopping Rancho Arroyo’s 3000 residential
units on top of Bidwell Park.
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Healthy Schools Act of 2000

California-Parents, health advocates, and
public interest groups celebrated the signing
on September 25, 2000 of the Healthy
Schools Act of 2000, AB 2260. Governor
Gray Davis signed the Act, authored by
Assemblyman Kevin Shelley (D-San
Francisco/San Mateo). The law requires
advance notification to parents and teachers
of pesticide use in and around schools and
mandates posting when pesticides are
applied.

“Next year, parents
will not only get their
kids’ report cards, they’ll
also get a report card of
sorts on pesticide use in
their children’s schools,”
said Teri Olle, Toxics
Policy Advocate and Staff
Attorney for CALPIRG.
“This is a terrific first step
in creating a safer learning
environment.”

The Healthy School
Act of 2000 is a signifi-
cant step towards improving the health and
safety of California’s schools. The Act
requires annual notification of planned
pesticide use to all parents and guardians at
the beginning of each school year and
provides a registry for parents to sign up for
notification in advance of all applications.
The Act also requires schools to post signs
where pesticides are applied, to remain for 72
hours.

“With the Healthy Schools Act becoming
law, California graduates kindergarten on the
path of school pesticide reform,” said Joan
Clayburgh, Campaign Director for Califor-
nians for Pesticide Reform. “Now parents and
teachers will have information to better
protect their health.”

The Healthy Schools Act requires
Department of Pesticide Regulation to
provide school districts with a manual and
training on alternative pest control. Finally,
the Act requires school districts to maintain
detailed records of pesticide use on school
sites, including the name of the pesticide,
amount applied and location.

“With the passage of this bill, we
recognize that pesticides pose a significant
threat to children,” said Martha Arguello,
Environmental Health Coordinator for
Physicians for Social Responsibility-Los
Angeles. “California will now give parents
and children an important tool for protecting
their health.”

In California, children may be exposed to
pesticides used throughout the school system,
including in their cafeterias, classrooms,
school buses, and playgrounds. A recent
CALPIRG survey of the 15 most populous
school districts in the state discovered that all
responding districts used at least one

particularly hazardous pesticide-those linked
to cancer, reproductive and developmental
harm, acute illness, nervous system damage
and hormone system disruption.

Children are more vulnerable than adults
to most pesticides and are more likely to be
exposed due to their play habits.

In addition to CALPIRG, PSR, and CPR,
the Healthy Schools Act of 2000 was
supported by over 75 other organizations

including the American
Cancer Society of California,
the American Academy of
Pediatrics-California District
IX, American Lung Associa-
tion-California, California
Academy of Family Physi-
cians, National Brain Tumor
Foundation, California
Medical Association,
California Nurses Association,
California School Nurses
Association, California State
PTA, Children’s Health
Environmental Coalition,

SEIU, California Public Interest Research
Group, Pesticide Watch, Pesticide Action
Network, Women’s Cancer Resource Center
and the Natural Resources Defense Council.

For more information on the problem of
pesticide use in schools and the Healthy
Schools Campaign visit the CPR website at
www.igc.org/cpr or the CALPIRG website at
www.pirg.org/calpirg.
For More Information Contact:
David Chatfield, (415) 981-3939 x 6
Californians for Pesticide Reform
Teri Olle, (415) 292-1487, CALPIRG
Martha Arguello, (310) 458-2694, Physicians
for Social Responsibility-LA

“N“N“N“N“Neeeeext yxt yxt yxt yxt yearearearearear,,,,,
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Potluck at Rotary Park
By Karen Laslo

The posters read “Neighborhood Potluck - Saving Creeks, Saving Money”.  I could read them
from my bicycle as I pedaled my way to Rotary Park where the event was to be held.  At the
park, people were already eating and others stood around talking and laughing.  I parked my
bike among the others leaning against the trees.  Someone was playing a guitar.  Kids were
swinging or playing chase on the grass. I stopped to say hello to Richard. And there was Emily,
her face intent, as once more she patiently explained to a young couple why the bridge should
not be built across Comanche Creek. In her hands she absently held a cardboard box full of
aluminum cans she had crushed for recycling.  Over at a card table sat Luisa selling raffle
tickets.

I saw the familiar photos of the creek and the large map, slightly worn now from being
hauled around in somebody’s truck to different fund raising events. It showed in full color
where the road and bridge would cross the creek.   Mike introduced me to a woman who ran a
neighborhood day care center.  I saw the man who said he lived “ right over there” and was
“usually a conservative but not on this issue.”  These were the people who had gathered
together to protect one of the few remaining wild creeks from being bulldozed and paved over.
They had come that evening to educate and inform each other of the possible invasion of their
quiet streets by the trucks that would be routed over the proposed bridge.  For this, they were
accused of being “selfish” and “fraudulent” in a recent editorial, which declared their aims to
be merely political. But in truth, they were there to organize the defense of the one spot on
Earth they all called home.

I sat down at one of the picnic tables thinking about all this, the twilight fading in the early
autumn evening.  This band of quietly determined people reminded me of similar efforts.  I
thought of Bill Powers who chained himself to a float in the freezing waters of Lake Davis, a
last effort to save the lake from being poisoned by the Dept. of Fish and Game, his family and
friends watching from the shore. I thought of the young activists in Northern Calif. who had
climbed to the top of tall redwoods in order to stop the Maxxam Corporation from cutting the
trees down.  I thought of John Seed who, as he put himself between the bulldozers and one of
the last remaining rainforests in Australia, said he realized he wasn’t protecting the rainforest,
he was the rainforest protecting itself.

Then I was transported back to a hot summer day eighteen years ago.  My husband and I
were on a trip, traveling up old 395, on the east side of the Sierras.  When we got to the top of
the pass and looked down into the Owens Valley we saw a huge cloud of blowing dust that
covered the Valley from end to end.  It was the dry lakebed of Owens Lake blowing away. As
we entered the dust storm, the sun was blocked out and we had to turn our lights on.   We
could hear the dust pinging as it hit the sides of our old van.  Even with the windows rolled up
the dust seeped into the van, stinging our eyes and making us cough.  We could feel the grit of
it on our skin and in our mouths.

With the dust following us we stopped in the small town of Lone Pine to get gas.  I
complained to the gas attendant how bad the dust was blowing that day.  “Yes”, he said, “It’s
always bad now.  We can’t breathe the air.  Our children can’t go outside and play.  The old
people get sick. The lake is dry and our ground water is almost gone. The trees are dying.
L.A. has taken our water and now the soil in our Valley is blowing away and we can’t
breathe.”  Eyeing our old VW van with its National Audubon and Sierra Club stickers on the
windows he said, “You’re one of those environmentalist, aren’t you? We need help.  We need
some environmentalists to come up here and stop them from taking our water.”   He was
standing in the hot sun, dressed in jeans and a faded t-shirt, eyes squinting out from under an
old baseball cap.  “I’m sorry”, I said, “ I can’t help you.  I live too far away.  You need to be
your own environmentalist. Maybe you and the others in your town could start an environmen-
tal organization to stop L.A. from taking your water.”  As we drove away I saw him standing
and looking out across the dusty expanse of the Valley.

At last my thoughts returned to the potluck at Rotary Park.  It was dark now and people
were gathering up their dishes, getting ready to go to a workshop where Laurel was going to
teach them how to gather signatures for a referendum that would overturn the City Council’s
vote to put a bridge across Comanche Creek.  I took my own advice and joined them.
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CalFED, the joint state-federal water
planning program, completed its
comprehensive, $9 billion Bay- Delta

plan for California’s water future August
28th. The plan affects California water users
from Mount Shasta clear to San Diego,
promising to restore “ecological health” to the
Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta estuary
at the same time it would improve “water
supply reliability” for the rest of the state.

Despite its promises, CalFED’s plan is
plagued by controversy over proposals that
are seen as a thinly disguised power play and
water grab.

Most troubling among its proposals are
the CalFED ecosystem restoration program
(ERP), and a strategy reminiscent of the
sword of Damocles for determining when to
build the peripheral canal. These proposals
will convert nearly a fifth of the Delta’s
agricultural land to aqueduct, wetlands, or
wider river channel, reducing the supply of
agricultural land and increasing competition
among California farmers for cultivable land.

Ironically, the Delta is the region whose
complex aquatic environments CalFED
professes to save; but while other farming
areas of California would be affected by
CalFED’s actions, CalFED’s environmental
impact report says CalFED’s adverse effects
on farming “would be most concentrated and
most substantial in the Delta Region.”

To be sure, key CalFED programs aim to
improve Delta drinking water quality, levee
stability, watershed management, farm and
urban water conservation, and Delta fish and
freshwater habitats to comply with state and
federal mandates.

But a legitimate question never con-
fronted in CalFED’s deliberations is whether
depopulating the Delta’s farm communities
for ecosystem restoration is equitable.

Now, as Delta farmers and rural “area of
origin” counties sue CalFED over its flawed
“framework for action,” statewide and Bay
Area professional environmental groups find
themselves defenders of an ultimately
indefensible plan, clutching to a narrowly-
conceived ecosystem restoration program in
post-CalFED water politics.

Overwhelmingly defeated by California
voters in a June 1982 referendum, many
water observers predicted that “the peripheral
canal is dead.” But Delta residents never
believed it was dead. CalFED’s proposals
bring back its spectre, and introduce an
ecosystem restoration program that removes
farms and people from the region, easing the
canal’s return.

Here’s how CalFED’s “framework for
action” sells out the Sacramento-San Joaquin
River Delta. Why the Delta? Why is the Delta
important to the state’s water systems, its
major industries, to CalFED, the Governor,
and the Clinton Administration?

Located about 40 miles east of San
Francisco, the Delta is a 750,000 acre
farming region through which drains waters
of the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers
from more than 61,000 square miles of the
Central Valley watershed, about 37 percent of
the state. The Delta is the largest coastal
estuary in the American west and doubly
unique because it is an inland estuary (the
result of California’s mountain-rimmed
bathtub topography).

Over 7,000 individuals, agricultural and
industrial corporations, and big and small
cities divert fresh water from streams there,
including some 1,800 diverters (mostly
farmers) in the Delta proper. CalFED
estimates the farm economy of the Delta
averages about $500 million in gross value of
farm output per year on average; it is a small
part of the state’s multi-billion dollar
agricultural industry. Nonetheless, some of
the state’s best agricultural (peat) soils are
found here, and smaller family-run farms are
common, many tracing their histories back to
the original 19th century reclamation of
swamp land. The average Delta farm size is
smaller than the state’s. Most farmers’ water
rights here date from the 19th century and run
with the land.

Suction and DesSuction and DesSuction and DesSuction and DesSuction and Destrtrtrtrtructionuctionuctionuctionuction
Decades ago, state and federal engineers
viewing California’s virgin waterscape made
the Delta the “switching yard” for the state’s
major developed water projects, including the
Central Valley Project (CVP) and the State
Water Project (SWP). The engineers came up
with two methods of moving pure northern
California water to their pumps for export to
the south. One way is to suck the water
through the Delta using huge pumps.

This is what the SWP and CVP do now.
These water systems hoist Sacramento River
from the Delta uphill to the federal Delta-
Mendota Canal and the state’s California
Aqueduct, south of the Delta. State Water
Project water is also pumped over the
Tehachapis for southern California. Water
from the Delta irrigates 5 million acres of
farmland (mostly in the San Joaquin Valley),
and reaches 22 million residents (mostly in
southern California, but also in the East and
South Bay areas).

To pull in fresh Sacramento River water
for export, the suction of CVP and SWP
pumps near Tracy must compete with the
gravitational force of the Delta’s rivers
draining to San Francisco Bay. These
facilities help make pumping water the
largest use of electricity production in
California. This suction makes Delta river
channels flow backwards at times, confusing
anadromous (migratory) fish reliant on an
aquatic sense of smell as they migrate
between the Pacific Ocean and their upstream
spawning grounds.

Other times of year, eggs, fingerlings and
young fry get sucked into the pumps, resulting
in massive fish kills.

Delta smelt, Sacramento splittail, and
various stocks of chinook salmon are now
listed as either endangered or threatened
species by the state and federal governments.
Operation of these vast water projects are
largely responsible for their decline, and the
projects thereby run afoul of the state and
federal Endangered Species acts.

Pollution remains an important cause of
food chain collapse in the Delta too. “The
United States Geological Survey has
characterized the San Joaquin River and its
tributaries as one of the most degraded basins
in the entire nation,” reports Jennings. Yet,
the Delta’s water quality “has all too often
been treated like the crazy aunt locked in the
closet at home.”

The Delta’s aging levees hold back salt-

water tides from San Francisco Bay by
containing relatively fresh waters in their
channels from the Sierras and southern
Cascade Mountains.

But they are vulnerable. As its rich peat
soils of central Delta islands compacted,
lands behind the levees sank as much as 25
feet below water levels in Delta channels. A
Noachian flood or catastrophic earthquake
today could undermine Delta levees and
destroy many of these farming islands,
threatening to create an inland salt-water sea
that would disrupt the export of fresh water
stored at the CVP and SWP’s huge Shasta
and Oroville reservoirs. As God promised
Noah a great flood, CalFED geologists assure
us that relatively moderate earthquakes could
cause “3 to 10 levee failures in the Delta, on
one or more islands.” Just imagine what the
Big One tomorrow could do.

Peripheral Canal PoliticsPeripheral Canal PoliticsPeripheral Canal PoliticsPeripheral Canal PoliticsPeripheral Canal Politics
The engineers’ other idea is to build a canal
around the eastern periphery of the Delta
(about where Interstate 5 runs now) that
would carry Sacramento River water directly
to the export pumps. This “Peripheral Canal”
would avoid mixing the Sacramento’s pure
fresh water with salty waters entering the
Delta from Carquinez Strait, and salt and
pesticide-laden waters from the San Joaquin
River.

With a canal in place, the Delta and San
Francisco Bay become expendable to the
state’s ”peripheral” water system.

“I don’t think the environmental conse-
quences [of a peripheral canal] would be that
great, but the bigger issue here is motiva-
tion,” says Tom Graff, an attorney and long-
time water politico for Oakland-based
Environmental Defense. “It may improve
export water, but it will significantly degrade
water quality in the Bay and Delta. The more
water you export, the more the Bay and Delta
suffer.”

Dante Nomellini, a Stockton water lawyer
who is chief counsel for the Central Delta
Water Agency, has pleaded the Delta’s case
for over 30 years, and says the peripheral
canal “would destroy the Delta ecologically
and economically.” He also cites as threats to
Delta farming communities not only the canal
taking 4,500 acres of important farmland out
of production, but CalFED ecosystem
restoration projects that may take up to
112,000 acres of farm land out of production,
and a CalFED proposal to flood Delta islands
to create a fresh water reservoir there.

Acquiring Delta farmland now to restore
30,000 to 45,000 acres of tidal wetlands,
Nomellini adds, makes it easier for CalFED
to let more tidal salt into Delta channels,
simultaneously harming Delta cultivators and
making the “need” for a peripheral canal a
self-fulfilling prophecy.

If Sacramento River water is diverted to a
peripheral canal, or its CalFED euphemism,
the “isolated conveyance facility,” the cost of
peripheral canal water will come dear,
ruining the bottom line for most Delta
farmers. A CalFED’s economic report on
water management options analyzes “isolated
facility” average costs and allocates these
costs to each major urban region in the state,
strongly implying that CalFED does not think
that Delta farmers will want water from the

peripheral canal, though thirsty cities will. Is
that perhaps because there would be no Delta
farmers to buy it from the peripheral canal?

“CalFED says, `oh we don’t expect to
solve everybody’s problem,’” says frustrated
Manteca (south Delta) corn farmer Alex
Hildebrand, who was a member of CalFED’s
citizen advisory council. “But they are very
politically motivated about what they say is
within their prerogative and what they say
isn’t. It depends on how many votes are
involved and how much the public under-
stands the problem.”
The CalFED environmental impact report
backs up Nomellini’s claims:

The Ecosystem Restoration Program
(ERP) would use more fresh water than does
land currently cultivated in farms. Creating
28,000 acres of seasonal wetland could
require 28,000 to 56,000 acre-feet of water
per year of additional water. Restoring 58,000
to 74,000 acres of aquatic and riparian habitat
would require an additional 175,000 to
222,000 acre-feet a year in the Delta. No
crops would be grown with this water. Up to
15,000 acres of Delta farm islands would get
reinforced levees so they could be converted
to a reservoir.

Channel widening of Old River in the
southwestern Delta region would accommo-
date increased SWP export pumping and
would convert another 4,500 acres of Delta
farmland, the equivalent of about 20 average-
size Delta region farms.

Construction of the peripheral canal
would dig up and convert another 4,500 acres
of farmland as well.

The regional economic impacts of
CalFED’s “preferred program alternative” (no
peripheral canal, but with a diversion at
Hood) includes up to $225 million in lost
farm revenues (about 20 percent of the Delta
region total), loss of up to 11,000 farming
jobs (about half the Delta’s ag employment
base), and those are just the direct effects.
Indirectly, all economic sectors may experi-
ence losses approaching $500 million in
output, and up to 20,000 jobs foregoing $400
million in lost personal income.

“These effects,” the CalFED environmen-
tal impact report concludes, “could substan-
tially affect the region, especially small
communities that depend on agriculture for
their income. Some adverse effects also could
be expected in the urbanized areas that
surround the Delta: Sacramento, Stockton,
and Pittsburg/Antioch. The form of these
effects would be reduced employment and
income, a reduction in property tax base
through land conversion and reduced
residential property values, and increased
costs for social services and other local
services — especially in the short run.”

Sword of DamoclesSword of DamoclesSword of DamoclesSword of DamoclesSword of Damocles
CalFED’s 30-year plan does not propose to
build a peripheral canal — at least not yet. Its
plan calls for an intensive “through-Delta”
approach that constructs a short canal from
the village of Hood on the Sacramento River
to the Mokelumne River so that fresher
Sacramento River water pulses into the
central Delta on its way to the Tracy pumps to
the southwest. CalFED hopes this pulse will
boost central Delta water quality to enable the
SWP and CVP to comply with 1995 state

To Decimate Delta Farming
By Tim Stroshane
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water quality standards.
CalFED officials insist a peripheral canal

is not a self-fulfilling prophecy with the Hood
diversion, which some wags refer to as an
“on-ramp” for the canal.

CalFED also hopes to fine-tune the Delta
by widening river channels, strengthening
levees, and providing tidal barriers for key
south Delta channels to protect water depths
for adjacent farmers and keep anadromous
fish fry away from the big CVP and SWP
export pumps, making the Delta more reliable
as a source of fresh water.

But if these actions fail to improve Delta
water quality, sustain restored sensitive
aquatic habitat, and replenish the battered
populations of endangered fish and other
aquatic species that rely on the Delta and
many skeptics think they will fail -- then
CalFED says the Peripheral Canal, or the
isolated conveyance facility would be all but
necessary.

CalFED’s “strategy” for getting water to
the pumps dangles the peripheral canal like a
sword of Damocles over the planned
shrinkage of the Delta farm economy.

It should not be necessary, as CalFED
claims, to depopulate a large proportion of the
Delta region to achieve ESA goals, because
most Delta farmland was reclaimed and
cultivated there long before the CVP and
SWP pumps were installed to export Delta
water south. This means that water rights
held by Delta farmers have first priority over
the more recently granted CVP and SWP
rights.

Yet CalFED plans ignore these rights in a
fashion reminiscent of a case recently decided
by the California Supreme Court that gave
older farm water rights holders more priority
to water than latecomer urban interests in the
Mojave River basin.

CalFED’s plan proposes, Hildebrand
wrote to CalFED in June 2000, “that existing
impacts of the projects on fishery [sic] should
be mitigated to the extent feasible with `no
net loss to exports.’ It does not propose to
mitigate existing impacts of the projects on
the Delta’s in-channel water supply and water
quality and does not provide for `no net loss’
of water to water users in the Delta and area
of origin water users. This reverses the
priority of water rights.”

In other words, CalFED’s plan ignores
existing higher priority water rights. In doing
so, large chunks of CalFED’s whole program
become vulnerable — after six difficult years
of work — to litigation, and to the charge of
being a huge waste of taxpayer money.

Hildebrand, the South Delta Water
Agency, and a coalition of Delta and Feather
River water rights holders sued CalFED over
its Record of Decision in September. They
were followed by the California Farm Bureau
Federation a few days later.

   Tim Stroshane is an urban planner in the
   Bay Area and is editor and publisher of
   SPILLWAY, a newsletter about California
   water, land, and people.
   email: spillwaynews@yahoo.com

This workshop was conducted on October 21, 2000 and was hosted by
the Butte Creek Watershed Workshops and Field Tour Series.

Matt Quinn and Eric Ginney, both from CSU Chico, did extensive
field exploration in the Scotts John Creek watershed (a tributary of
Butte Creek) to find examples of road construction to illustrate the
principles presented in their workshop handout. Greg Napper, USFS
road engineer, joined us for the tour to add his professional observa-
tions and to describe some of the challenges that the under funded
agency has in maintaining the extensive road system on our public
lands.

We gathered at the junction of two graveled roads next to Scotts
John Creek. Frost heave in the exposed soil showed us the first
example of erosion potential associated with human activity. The soil
is lifted by ice crystals and destabilized from the effects of gravity and
precipitation. Frost heave is not a problem in areas that are insulated
by forest duff. Cleared slopes adjacent to roads are susceptible to
sediment movement either onto the road from upslope sites or
downslope from water concentrated by road drainage.

One of the most important concepts emphasized by the experts is
that chronic sedimentation of streams effects habitat more than the
catastrophic sediment loads produced by extreme weather. Greg
Napper agreed that funding is inadequate to properly maintain the
existing network of roads on Forest Service land, and that most of the
roads are in place to facilitate timber harvest.

An important factor in how much a road is going to affect water
quality is its location on the landform. A road located on the ridge top
is less likely to load the water with sediment. Midslope roads are less
likely to dump into watercourses than inner gorge sites that typically
have steep, unstable slopes. But midslope sites are likely to intersect
tributaries. All of these locations are likely to have sections of roads
that change in elevation and require thoughtful planning to deal with
drainage.

Another erosion exacerbation factor associated with timber harvest
adjacent to roads is the accelerated snow runoff due to increased
insolation (exposure to solar energy) and direct rain on snow. The
increased volume and velocity of the water running over naked earth
can add water runoff to road systems or increase damage from water
running off roads.

One of the main principles of minimizing erosion damage is to
avoid the concentration of water. Road drainage is achieved by the
slope of the road. Outsloping is the preferred configuration; the road
needs to be tilted toward the downslope and be connected to the cut
bank on the upside so that water can sheet off the road. Many roads in
the forest are tilted toward the upslope and an inslope drainage ditch
collects water from both the road and the upslope flows. The resulting
concentrated water moves sediment from the ditch and from wherever
the ditch is relieved either through culverts or over the road due to
ditch blockage. Inslope roads require more maintenance then outslope
roads because the ditches are easily plugged by debris and sediment.
Long runs of inboard ditches without culverts must be avoided.

Road design in the forest has been based on highway design. This
is a problem because unpaved roads in the forest function differently
then paved highways. The main difference is that they require much
more maintenance and always receive much less. Of course some of
the roads in the forest are paved, others are rocked and the majority are
surfaced with native material. Surface resilience is somewhat depen-
dent on the surface material.

Culverts are pipes designed to carry water under the road surface.
Culverts are made of either corrugated metal pipe (most common) or
black plastic pipe. The pipe is either round (in cross section), arch pipe
(flattened bottom) or plate arch (a half pipe bolted to concrete
anchors). The latter is appropriate when the culvert is carrying a
stream because aquatic life can make use of the natural creek bottom
for passage and other life functions. But fish need access to seasonal
tributaries and the culvert must be placed properly to accommodate
fish entree at the outflow.

Culvert size, placement and condition are factors of road design
that effect erosion and watershed quality. Culverts must be large
enough to carry water loads and debris that are likely to occur. The
rust line inside of existing culverts is an indication of appropriate
size. If the rust line is higher than 1/3 of the height of the pipe, then
the pipe is too small to carry the water expected during flood events.
A survey of the area drained by the culvert might provide informa-
tion on the size of debris that might be entering the pipe. The angle
that the pipe is placed should approximate the degree of the slope
that holds the road to prevent a long waterfall at the down end of the
culvert. The culvert inlet must be level with the ditch or stream to
function properly. If the culvert is damaged by heavy equipment or
debris it will not efficiently carry the water out of the ditch. Culvert
failures are common and a rolling dip can be placed just down the
road from the culvert to drain water off the road when the culvert is
plugged instead of pouring down the road surface and eroding it.
Culverts are prone to blockage and require frequent wet weather
maintenance to protect both roads and habitat from erosion damage.

We visited the site of an undersized culvert failure located in a
class one stream. Evidence of a major back up on the upstream side
of the culvert is visible by debris deposits in the flood plain. The fill
material that held the culvert in place and created the roadbed was
carried by the water of Scotts John Creek and carried into Butte
Creek during the 1997 high water event. The 2’ diameter pipe was
broken in two and ended up 100 yards downstream. Ironically the
blown out culvert is acting like downed large woody debris and has
held back sediment and created fish habitat pools.

The term road prism refers to the triangular shape of the road cut
or fill relative to the slope on which the road is placed. A full bench
prism is cut into the slope and the material is hauled off site. The
removal of cut material is very expensive. A partial bench cuts into
the slope and uses the cut material to add to the adjacent downslope
portion of the road. This is cost effective but the fill portion of the
road is more prone to erosion because of inadequate compaction of
soil. A full fill requires material to be hauled in and placed on the
slope. This is both expensive and prone to erosion.

The road surface will be either insloped, outsloped, level or
crowned. The inslope and crowned design require an inslope ditch
that requires regular maintenance and still concentrates water and
increases its sediment moving capacity. A level road indicates little
planning and often results in a damaged road surface due to lack of
drainage. The outsloped road design is usually preferred because it
disperses the water evenly compared to the other designs.

Inadequate topographical survey data along road 26N11 is
available from USGS maps that show only 4 streams crossing the
road. There are 25 swales that show evidence of recent scour.
Ground based surveys must be done prior to new road construction
to locate ephemeral streams.

Eric and Matt estimate that 80% of the erosion in the watershed
came from roads and that 65% of the total length of the roads are
contributing water and sediment into the channel network. Most of
the erosion resulted from the use of insloped roads with inboard
ditches. They found that 30% of the watershed stream courses have
diverted down the roadway. Although there were many problem
areas, over 75% of the eroded volume from all crossings came from
only two streams.

The wild land road erosion workshop handout is a valuable
guide to understanding some of the dynamics of road construction
and road related watershed degradation. Eric might have copies: 898
6089.

Wildland Road Erosion Workshop
By Jim Brobeck
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The goats are telling us something: I’m
possibly the only one in town who has
noticed this. Most don’t know they’re

being told anything at all. The goats them-
selves aren’t conscious of doing any telling.
But the telling is real, and those who are
exposed to it are getting the message whether
they realize it or not. I only recently realized
it myself. But its discovery serves to explain
why the goats are such a compelling attrac-
tion to the townspeople.

Of course one element of their attraction
is the sheer novelty of keeping a herd of goats
in the middle of town, but for that matter
anything that happens in Chico’s Bidwell
Park is sure to draw attention. The park is the
dominant geographical feature of the town, a
slender parcel of land following the banks of
Chico creek all the way from the eastern
foothills down to Main Street where it merges
with the grounds of the California State
University. It’s hard to go anywhere in town
without running into the park. Our character
as a community is formed by it. It shapes who
we are. We are gathered into an intimacy with
it like that of a shared language. It accompa-
nies us in our homes, on street corners, at
Sunday brunch in Cory’s Restaurant. It sits
among us at the Chico Symphony, at the
baseball stadium, in council chambers.

It is not that uncommon for us humans to
be drawn into sympathy with some accidental
feature of our surroundings. If you spend your
childhood in a backyard under a great
weeping willow tree with a swing hung from
it, you carry the sweep and descent of those
shading limbs with you the rest of your life.
You bend without breaking, and when you
least expect it, you find yourself swinging
back and forth in some cool recess of your
mind. Had the willow been a pine, you’d be a
different person. If you live long enough in a
two-story house, you always carry an upper
story on your mind. Your actions forever bear
the imprint of a staircase and little that you
do seems entirely horizontal. In this same way
Chico is a town with a park on its mind,
which is one reason why the goats are such a
big deal.

We got the goats to keep down the
blackberry vines that invaded Bidwell Park,
choking out the native plants, cutting off
access to the creek, threatening the canopy of
sycamores and valley oaks that line the
riparian corridor. The goats were an alterna-
tive to herbicides which none of us wanted to

use if it could be avoided. So a contract was
drawn up and, in the spring of 1999, just as
the blackberries were sprouting new growth,
Danny Mitchell pulled his trailer into Bidwell
Park, set out some electric fencing around a
patch of blackberry vines, and released a herd
of eighty goats into the enclosure. You
couldn’t miss them. The enclosure was within
hearing distance of the Community Recre-
ation Center, and within sight of the parking
lot at One-Mile pool with its five lifeguard
stands and its picnic tables. The herd was
visible to traffic on Vallambroso Avenue and
from the front yards of houses adjacent to the
park. You could smell the goats from the
doorway of Chico’s main post office.
Everyone who came to pick up their mail
knew where the herd was.

The goats were universally popular from
the start. They weren’t satisfied to let you do
all the looking but would study you in turn,
their dark eyes curious under soft lashes
peering at you from the other side of the
fence. They telegraphed responses with their

ears, which were soft and floppy or stiff and
pointed depending on the breed. Their whole
goaty posture was extraordinarily expressive,
the slightest tilt of a head conveying an
emphasis as readable as are the facial
expressions and hand gestures accompanying
human speech. They seemed able to express
the equivalent of smiles or frowns or to even
make inquiries through attitudes of body.

The Bidwell Park Goats
The goats live with a directness that calls our complications into doubt.The goats live with a directness that calls our complications into doubt.The goats live with a directness that calls our complications into doubt.The goats live with a directness that calls our complications into doubt.The goats live with a directness that calls our complications into doubt.

by Lin Jensen

A few of the nannies had suckling kids.
Baby goats are irresistible. To see one is to
have cuteness defined for you once and for
all. So Chico’s children came in droves. They
arrived by bicycle and on foot. They came
with parents or grandparents or older brothers
and sisters. They were carried on backs,
pushed in strollers, or towed along by hand.
Busloads of them arrived from area grammar
schools.

When the novelty wore off, I noticed
something. I noticed that long after most
children lost interest the adults usually
hadn’t. They stayed on. They lingered by the
enclosure, reluctant to leave, their children
fidgeting at their sides, tugging at them,
asking to go. It was then I began to under-
stand what the goats were telling us. I’m sure
I wasn’t alone in this. It’s just that the others
were, and remain to this day, innocent of
having received any understanding at all. I
can best explain this by describing how the
goats eat blackberry leaves.

They eat them with a single and sustained
concentration. By “single” I mean that their
eating is all of one piece. Goats have long
prehensile tongues. Their mouths are flexible
and mobile. They use these instruments with
an intelligent precision. They project their
faces with their dark eyes into the most
daunting confusion of blackberry thorns and
capture leaf after leaf, extracting them
without the least hesitancy or uncertainty. To
watch them is like watching the violin section
of a symphony orchestra. Every musician is
exactly on the point; no one strays from the
task even the slightest bit. The goats eat with
this kind of undistracted absorption. They
show us what it really means to pay attention.
For the moment, it all seems so natural. We
wonder if we could learn to mow our lawns or
answer the phone or fry eggs with any
comparable presence of mind.

The way the goats eat pretty well
describes the way the goats live. We can see
exactly how they live because, being
contained as they are, they don’t go anywhere
else or do anything other than what they are
doing. They browse among the blackberry
vines and shrubs. They eat a little grass that
comes up in the clearings. They rest in the
shade of the sycamores and oaks. They breed
and give birth and suckle their young. They
drink from the creek and bed down together
at night. There’s not a whole lot to see. It’s a
wonder anybody hangs around to watch.

Baby goats are irresistible.

But that’s the point. The goats live with a
directness that calls our complications into
doubt. Watching them, we begin to discover
the inadequacy that underlies our need to
acquire, the fear that drives us to so relent-
lessly consume. The goats expose the source
of our greed. In the alleys behind our houses,
trash barrels distributed by North Valley
Disposal await collection, bearing within
them the remains of the great harvest we have
required. Among the discarded containers of
paper and foil and plastic, among the emptied
bottles and cans, lies the waste of our own
depleted lives. We know then the expense of
spirit squandered. We can clamp the lid back
down but we already smell the odor of regret
in our nostrils. We yearn at such times for the
harsh hand of need, the exposed spine of
ourselves beneath the flabby excess. We long
to nibble blackberry leaves on the banks of
Chico Creek.

Sunrise and sunset are simultaneous
under the eye of the sun, which sees day and
night as one turning before the face of an
undivided light. Thus apparent opposites
merge, multiplicity vanishes without
subtraction or loss. Within the little universe
of the Bidwell Park goat enclosure, all
additions of two or more add up to one. The
goats are telling us that at the irreducible core
of our lives we are single and whole. We do
not need to argue with circumstance. We are
not litigants in a suit against conditions
however confusing or painful or dull they may
seem to us. Whatever the complaint, we can
rest our case in simplicity itself, where mind
and act are one and the same.
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 WEB SITES  of interest...
by Susan Mason

Check this out...Check this out...Check this out...Check this out...Check this out...

Maps, Maps and More MapsMaps, Maps and More MapsMaps, Maps and More MapsMaps, Maps and More MapsMaps, Maps and More Maps
People have been making maps for thousands of years.  At first, these were primarily aids for
navigation and education; however, in about 1150 A.D., Arab geographers took a more compre-
hensive approach, gathering information on climates, crops, buildings, culture, language, crafts,
and religion.  They combined this data with previous geographical works to produce not just a
world map, but also seventy regional maps.  Since then, the use of maps has expanded dramati-
cally to include not just geographic features but to graphically display information such as
population density, natural resources, or any other data that can be
correlated with a physical location.

Until recently, most people associated maps only with
geography classes, atlases, globes, road maps and the
National Geographic.  The advent of satellites and
geographic information systems (GIS) has
expanded the scope of, and interest in,
cartography tremendously.  Data that
governments spent billions to collect and
keep confidential is now available to the
world, for free, on the Internet.

Here are a few Web sites to
introduce you to some of the
available mapping resources. Many
of these sites also offer numerous
links to other mapping data, so plan
to spend some time exploring the
links.  Some of the maps take a
long time to display and an even
longer time to download so you may
want to try to find a fast Internet
connection to use.

Geographical Information Center
at CSU, Chico (GIC) http://
phobos.lab.csuchico.edu/projects

For Butte County maps, a good
place to start is the GIC site, which
offers northern California geo-
graphical information in both a
preview form and a downloadable
version.  Each “project” contains
numerous maps detailing different
aspects of the area such as vegetation,
hydrology, or land use.  Some of the
mapping projects available online include the
Big Chico Creek Watershed, City of Chico, and
Tehama Co. Vernal Pools.  The GIC plans to eventu-
ally put their entire Map Library online.

HUD Environmental Maps  www.hud.gov/emaps/
EPA Environmental Atlas  http://www.epa.gov/ceisweb1/ceishome/atlas/

The EPA and HUD sites offer similar map resources including air quality and watersheds,
census and housing data, and hazardous waste sites.  The EPA site has a useful tutorial on the
concepts involved in maps and numerous links to the reports used to create the maps.  The HUD
site allows you to zoom in on a very small geographic reporting area.

ESRI  www.esri.com
ESRI offers a comprehensive GIS and mapping site with links to most of the mapping

information available online.  You could spend hours just at this one site, following the links to
other Internet map sites, learning the principles of GIS, and reviewing the software used to
make maps.  Click on “Geography Network” for a tour of map data worldwide.

GIS Data Depot  www.gisdatadepot.com/
This site claims to be the largest free geo-spatial data
repository on the Web.  Although it does contain links to

maps, it’s also focused on the business of the GIS
industry.  If you’ve wondered how people can

make a living making maps, a few minutes here
will convince you that GIS has uses far beyond

what you could imagine.

Scorecard  www.scorecard.org
This is an information service

provided by Environmental Defense,
including environmental maps for a

variety of issues, such as Clean Water
Act compliance status, hazardous air

pollutants (of particular concern in
Butte County), and chemical
releases from manufacturing
facilities.

TopoZone  www.topozone.com/
If you need topographic

maps, TopoZone has every
USGS map in 4 different scales
for the entire United States.  If
you’re planning a hike or

backpacking trip, you can print
maps of small areas instead of

ruining your big topo map by carrying
it next to your leaking water bottle or

refolding it one too many times.

USDA California Natural Resources
Conservation Service

www.ca.nrcs.usda.gov/maps.html
This site contains one-page maps of various

California political and resource boundaries, such
as state assembly districts, soil surveys, and major

land resource areas.  The selection is limited, but the
compact presentation form can be useful.

Thanks to Gary Liss, Keith McKinley, Jenn DaParma and Steve Green for
recommending these Web sites.  If you have some favorite environmental Web sites, we

      would like to learn about them.  Send your comments to envnews@shocking.com.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND FORESTS
International Negotiations Collapse Due To U.S. Intransigence

Extreme weather has ripped across the United
Kingdom and Western Europe causing
billions of dollars of damage and the death of
at least 11 people. The Pacific Ocean could
lose the majority of its coral reefs by the end
of the century devastating the region’s fishing
and tourism industries. Crop-killing droughts
in the heartland of America threaten the food
supply of humans around the world. Polar
bears are starving, walrus and caribou
populations are declining, and the Arctic ice
pack is melting away: scientists are warning
that rising temperatures from global warming
are damaging the fragile Arctic systems that
wildlife and northern communities rely on.

The list of problems associated with
global warming grows every year. While
climate science can be dizzyingly complex,
the underlying facts are simple. Carbon
dioxide (CO2) in the atmosphere traps heat.
For the last 10,000 years, we enjoyed a
constant level of CO2—about 280 parts per
million (ppm)—until about 100 years ago,
when we began to burn more coal and oil.
That 280 has already risen to 360 ppm—a
concentration that has not been seen for
400,000 years. It is projected to double to 560
ppm later in this new century, correlating
with an increase in the average global
temperature of three to seven degrees F. (For
perspective, the last Ice Age was only five to
nine degrees colder than the current climate.)

Evidence of global warming abounds: The
11 hottest years on record have occurred since
1983; the five hottest consecutive years were
1991 to 1995; 1998 was the hottest year on
record; the decade of the 1990s was the
hottest at least in this past millennium. The
planet is heating more rapidly than at any
time in the last 10,000 years. On this point,
the science is unambiguous: to allow the
climate to re-stabilize requires worldwide
emissions reductions of 70 percent.

Greenhouse gases produced mainly by the
burning of fossil fuels are altering the
atmosphere in ways that affect earth’s
climate, and it is likely that they have
“contributed substantially to the observed
warming over the last 50 years,” an interna-
tional panel of climate scientists has con-
cluded. The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change said temperatures could go
higher than previously predicted if emissions
are not curtailed.

The conclusions resonated loudly when
negotiators from most of the world’s nations
gathered in The Hague during November 13-
24 to work out details of the Kyoto Protocol, a
treaty intended to cut releases of CO2 and
other greenhouse gases. The 1997 treaty has
been signed by more than 150 countries, but
has not yet been ratified by any industrialized
country. At this summit, rules on how to
implement many aspects of the Treaty,
including emissions trading between domestic
polluters and the owners of forestlands were
on the table.

Forest vegetation, especially stands of old
growth trees, capture and hold CO2. The
United States delegation (including Japan and
Canada) went into the negotiations hoping to
bypass their commitment to reduce CO2
emissions by getting credit for forest CO2

sequestration. Forest activists from around
the planet were hopeful that the role of
healthy old growth ecosystems would be
recognized for the important role in climate
regulation that could be added to the list of
positive effects that conservation plays in
preserving our environment. But the propos-
als being offered by the American negotiators
were obviously concocted by the commercial
timber and paper industry and would have
devastated natural forests. The rules that our
government insisted upon would allow credit
under the term “reforestation” for regrowth
following harvesting, while not counting the
harvesting as emissions. This interpretation
has the potential to significantly weaken
reductions. The system would allow a power
plant unable to reduce its emissions to 5%
below 1990 levels (as agreed upon in the
1997 Kyoto meeting) to instead buy “emis-
sions reduction credits” from a landowner
whose forest practices are recognized by the
forest rules as removing CO2 from the
atmosphere. The question that forest activists
asked: will the practices that receive the most
credits benefit or harm fish, wildlife, and
water quality? The European Union contin-
gent at the November negotiations saw the
trading of credits as a loophole that would
negate CO2 emission eductions. Europeans
are more sensitive to the effects of climate
change due to recent super storms that have
devastated portions of their region as well as
their close ties to former colonies that are
threatened with extinction should oceans rise
to anticipated levels due to thermal expansion
and melting polar ice.

The U.S. supported accounting rules that
could actually encourage countries to convert
old growth forests into clear cuts before the
official Kyoto “accounting period” begins in
the year 2008. If governments receive credits
for planting new trees in recent clear cuts
after 2008, but are not debited for the logging
that created the clear cuts and the need for
replanting, an enormous incentive would exist
for expedited logging over the next few years.
The local timber giant Sierra Pacific Indus-
tries has created an explosion of clear cut
acreage and would have benefited by the
passage of the U.S. proposal to credit forest

owners that convert our natural forests into
commercial tree plantations.

Many beneficial forest activities, such as
protecting and restoring native forests and
extending timber rotations, would help to
reduce the buildup of atmospheric CO2.
Conservationists hoped that emissions trading
could produce a “win-win” deal for both
landowners and the environment. However,
there are other, very destructive activities that
in some cases temporarily reduce CO2 levels
a little more. These include growing timber
plantations containing only one kind of tree,
using foreign or genetically engineered trees,
and applying massive amounts of chemical
herbicides and fertilizers. In fact the replace-
ment of existing forests with plantations
would likely end up increasing CO2 emis-
sions in both short term (it takes a long time
for a seedling to grow into a tree) and the
long-term (plantations are more susceptible to
catastrophic fire and insect damage). If Kyoto
forest rules ended up written so that these
egregious practices receive more emissions
reduction credits than beneficial ones do, then
the world’s flagship environmental treaty will
actually encourage further degradation of
forests and water quality, both here in
America and around the globe.

During the two weeks of negotiations in
the Netherlands forest activists concerned
about the future of natural forests joined the
European Union and the developing countries
in their protest of the policies stubbornly held
onto by the American-Canadian-Japanese
delegates. Having completely discredited
itself by seeking massive and false carbon
sequestration credits from its current,
“business-as-usual”, forestry activities, the
U.S. has generated international wrath. By
continually attempting to insert this loophole
into the way forests would be credited for
reducing CO2 emissions, American delega-
tion brought negotiations here to a standstill.
The loopholes were so large that our country
would have been able to escape from
reducing its emissions to below 1990 levels,
in stark violation of its commitment in the
Kyoto Protocol on Climate Change.

The two weeks of international talks at
The Hague ended in failure as our American

delegates refused to abandon their insistence
on CO2 emission loopholes. Europe blamed
the United States for holding to a position
that was bad for the environment.

Disappointed negotiators pledged to meet
again. But deep divisions between the two
main bargaining blocs — the United States
and the European Union — cast doubt on the
prospects for a later agreement. Conference
chairman Jan Pronk decided not to close out
the meeting, but instead suspended it, saying
it would resume early next year.

“We did not succeed,” said Pronk, the
Dutch environment minister. “Looking
back, I think it’s better to say perhaps we did
not yet succeed.”

Some European Union countries believed
the Americans were asking for credit for too
high a proportion, while others didn’t think
the lands should count at all. Instead of
decreasing, emissions would be allowed to
increase under the U.S. plan, the European
Union said. The issue remained the chief
sticking point to the end.

After high-level talks among many of the
key delegations reached an impasse, Pronk
intervened with his own compromise
proposal, but both negotiating blocs — the
EU and an American-led group that included
Japan and Canada — rejected it.

It is unfortunate that our American
negotiators are representing established
corporate entities that want to continue to use
the atmosphere as a dump for the byproducts
of coal and oil combustion. A future of photo-
voltaics and wind power providing our energy
needs would fulfill the vision of such futurists
as R. Buckminster Fuller. He considered the
use of coal and oil practical only in the early
stages of industrialization. Now that we have
“tooled up” with modern technical advances
we should convert to non-polluting forms of
energy production.

Natural forest ecosystems are priceless
reservoirs of biodiversity and are key to
enhancing climate stability. It would have
been right for the negotiations in the
Netherlands to yield protection for natural
systems and non-polluting energy for humans.
Citizens must continue to insist that their
government prioritize environmentally
progressive policies.

By Jim Brobeck
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User-Friendly Pesticide Information
SAN FRANCISCO-Do the pesticides under
your sink cause cancer? Could your baby get
sick if your apartment is sprayed for ants or
cockroaches? And those pesticides they’re
spraying here in California against the glassy-
winged sharpshooter, and in New York
against mosquitoes that could be carrying
West Nile virus—are they harmful to your
health?

Until now, the public has not had easy
and reliable access to information about the
adverse health and environmental effects of
pesticides. That situation changed today with
the launch of Pesticide Action Network’s
(PAN’s) new online Pesticide Database at
http://www.pesticideinfo.org. The new PAN
database combines information on the health
hazards, regulatory status and toxicity to
plants and animals for more than 5,100
pesticide ingredients and related compounds,
making it the single most comprehensive
source of pesticide data currently available.
All data contained in the database come from
established sources, including the U.S. EPA,
National Toxicology Program, National
Institutes of Health, State of California, and
World Health Organization. This powerful
new tool will facilitate the work of many
people who deal with pesticide-related issues,
from consumers and policy advocates to
research scientists and regulators.

The new PAN Pesticide Information
Database can be used free of charge via the
Internet, and was made possible by grants
from the David B. Gold Foundation, the
Bauman Foundation, and financial support
from individual donors to PAN. Where data
are available, the database provides the
following information for each chemical:

•Basic information, including uses and
chemical classifications (with representa-
tive chemical structures), related chemi-
cals, CAS Registry number, U.S. EPA PC
Code and California Department of
Pesticide Regulation Chemical Code.

•Information from U.S. EPA and California
DPR on more than 100,000
formulated pesticide
products registered by
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and
the California Depart-
ment of Pesticide
Regulation. By the
end of 2000, there
will be a Product
Search page as well
where the user can
search by pesticide
product name or
number.

PPPPPararararark Wk Wk Wk Wk Watcatcatcatcatchhhhh / Tom Barrett
The Annie Bidwell Trail planning is plodding
along. Thanks to everyone who has provided
valuable input on the trail proposal and have
commented during discussions of the ABT at
Park Commission meetings. More work is
needed to plan this trail as an environmen-
tally-sound, multi-use amenity to Bidwell
Park. Please continue to review the trail
proposal and provide us with your input as
the plan starts to crystalize.

Other trail work continues: Again thanks
to all who come out to work on the trails.
With over 30 miles of trails in the Park,
improving and maintaining trails is an
ongoing volunteer effort. Bootleg trails need
to be rehabbed and established trails need
improvement.

Vegetation Management: Control of
exotic (weed) species in Bidwell Park
continues and, happily, with fewer and fewer
chemicals. Herbicide use is way down over a
couple of years ago and the Park Department
staff need to be commended for making this
happen. Now we need to get all city and
county Public Works Departments and the
school districts to follow the Park
Department’s lead. This year was the second
year of the Park’s Goat Program, and they
have significantly reduced the overgrowth of
Himalayan Blackberry vines and other weeds
(star thistle, English ivy, etc.) in the Lower
Park. Unfortunately they consume everything
up to six feet high and give the Park a
definite grazed look that many find objection-
able.

Arundo (giant cane or reed) will be a
major target next year in the Park. A major
effort will also be needed in Little Chico
Creek, if it is ever to be controlled there. Due
to the nature of the weed, it is necessary to
use small amounts of herbicides (Rodeo) to

kill it. Arundo can be removed by hand, but if
parts of the root system are left in the ground,
the whole thing will sprout up again. The
Park Department is conducting a test to
eradicate the noxious weed by applying the
herbicide “directly” on cut canes. The
herbicide is “wicked” into the plant where it
kills it. No herbicides are “sprayed”.

John Copeland and volunteers from the
Native Plant Society are removing Broom
(Scotch and French) from Upper Bidwell
Park. Anyone interested in helping to remove
privots and English Ivy from the Park please
contact me (345-7265). This work has to be
done by hand on an annual basis. If you have
a favorite weed you want eliminated in the
Park, or if you need some weedy ideas, please
contact the Park Department and volunteer to
remove it. The more we do, the less we need
to use herbicides.

Vehicle Control: Controlling vehicle use
in Upper Park is being discussed again. Every
two years or so, the Park Commission
entertains ideas on how to control vehicle use
in Upper Park? If any of you have ever tried
to drive, walk, or bike the Upper Park Road
on a Saturday in the summer will understand
what a problem it has become. I personally
will not go into the Upper Park when vehicles
have access due to the out-of-control drivers
and the dust thrown up by their wheels and
radiator fans. As Chico grows, more and more
people use the Upper Park to refresh
themselves. A Master’s Thesis study a couple
years ago identified numerous problems with
vehicle use in Upper Park. For example,the
study found that a good number of the vehicle
trips in Upper Park were just yahoos cruising
up and down the road.

The current proposal being placed for
public discussion involves eliminating all

public vehicles from Upper Park and
substituting a shuttle bus or tram to move
people to the various swimming holes and
other locations throughout the Upper Park all
the way up to the end of Upper Park Road.
This proposal will actually open up more of
the Park to more people, but I’m sure that the
usual objections will be placed before us
(handicapped people and families won’t have
adequate access, etc.). The reality is that all
Park Users will be better served, not just the
ones with 4-wheel drives and air condition-
ers.

In order to get people out of their cars, a
bus service is needed in and through the Park.
One would think that with the Park being one
of the greatest attractors in the City of Chico
that public transportation planners would
have targeted the Park with its own bus
service. To make better access more practical
I’ve been trying to get the city buses to serve
the Lower Park up to Horseshoe Lake.

My proposal is simple. Have a bus route
run from downtown, along the south side of
the Park to 5-Mile, then to Hooker Oak and
on up to the golf course and Horseshoe Lake.
The return route would then run back on the
north side through the Park to downtown. The
student trolley bus would be an ideal touristy
vehicle to use and it is available on weekends
and in the summer when this bus route could
be effectively utilized many in Chico. The
route could even start from Chico’s tourist
center - the Chamber of Commerce. While
receiving a positive endorsement by the
whole Park Commission to have this happen,
the Park Department was unable to secure
funding to attempt this on a trial basis.

It’s likely that the current proposal to
keep cars out of Upper Park will not go far.
No one has ever wanted to take the flack for

doing this and it is unlikely that the new
Council would consider doing it. The Mayor
has made numerous statements about making
the Upper Park more accessible - a shuttle
would definitely do this better than allowing
more vehicle days. The Park Commission has
had a poor record to date with trying to
eliminate vehicle use in the Park. It was a
major fight to get South Park Drive partially
closed off - but everyone enjoys it being
vehicle free now. This proposal will need a
lot of support, so come and support a car-free
Upper Park.

If you thought Otterson Drive was a fight,
how are you going to feel when the City
clears all of the trees in front of Hooker Oak
Park and widen the bridge across Big Chico
Creek to accommodate four lanes of traffic?
The EIR should be out soon so make sure you
let your feelings known. Look for a big fight.
Why wasn’t this a campaign issue? In
addition, Public Works has big plans for
“improving” Vallombrosa from the rural
scenic drive that it is today to a major arterial
feeder from the east side of town to the
downtown. The Park Commission hasn’t been
involved because Public Works claims it isn’t
a Park issue. For more information on the
City’s road plan in Bidwell Park, contact the
Public Works Department.

The Bidwell Park Endowment Fund is
growing. We have a goal of raising
$1,000,000 by the 100th Anniversary of
Bidwell Park in 2005. That’s less than $5 per
person for everyone in Butte County. Don’t
forget to donate (Bidwell Park Endowment
Fund, PO Box 3223, Chico, CA 95927).

•Toxicity characteristics, including the World
Health Organization (WHO) hazard rating
and National Toxicology Program (NTP)
acute toxicity information, cancer ratings
from U.S. EPA, International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC), U.S. National
Institutes of Health (NIH) and the State of
California, as well as other chronic toxicity
information on reproductive and develop-
mental toxicity (from California’s
Proposition 65 list), and suspected
endocrine disruption.

•U.S. Regulatory status, including federal and
California registration. We hope to extend
this to include international regulatory
status in the future.

•Aquatic ecotoxicity information,
including acute toxicity ratings for major
organism groups including amphibians,

fishes, zooplankton and phytoplank-
ton. This information was

generated by evaluating
more than 170,000
ecotoxicity studies
collected by the U.S.
EPA. We hope to include
data on terrestrial plants
and animals in the future.

Links to other sites with information about
pesticide chemicals, including:

1) Chem Finder: provides chemical structure
and physical property data, linked directly to
the specific chemical. Published by Cam-
bridge Soft.
2) TOXNET: Medical toxicology and
hazardous chemical databases. Published by
the U.S. National Library of Medicine
3) Scorecard: Provides a compilation of
chemical information. Published by Environ-
mental Defense.
4) International Chemical Safety Cards: Two-
page emergency hazard information in 10
languages, published by the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health
5) New Jersey Right to Know Factsheets:
Detailed consumer reports in English and
Spanish, linked directly to the specific
chemical. Published by the state of New
Jersey.
6) ExToxNet: Detailed technical report on
180 pesticides, linked directly to the specific
chemical. Published by Oregon State
University.
For more information, contact:
Susan Kegley at skegley@panna.org or
Stephan Orme at stephanorme@panna.org
Action Network: (415) 981-1771

NNNNNeeeeew Intw Intw Intw Intw Intererererernenenenenet sitt sitt sitt sitt site alloe alloe alloe alloe allowwwwws ts ts ts ts the public and ehe public and ehe public and ehe public and ehe public and experxperxperxperxperts easy access tts easy access tts easy access tts easy access tts easy access to vo vo vo vo valuable pesaluable pesaluable pesaluable pesaluable pesticide infticide infticide infticide infticide infororororormation.mation.mation.mation.mation.
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On October 4, 2000, Mike Crump, director of
Butte County Public Works, informed the
Paradise Irrigation District directors that the
long awaited engineering and environmental
review of the Magalia Reservoir dam crossing
would begin soon. The work will be financed
by a $500,000 grant from the state.

Bob Greenlaw, Butte County Public
Works project manager, provided this writer
with additional information on the subject.
Within the next few weeks, his office will
identify a list of potentially qualified
consultants and send each of them a Request
for Proposal (RFP). The RFP will be quite
specific as to the nature of the project. The
consultants, in turn, will submit proposals to
Greenlaw’s office. Based on those proposals
and supplementary information, the county
will select a consultant for the project.

The consultant will complete a prelimi-
nary design study and an Environmental
Impact Report/Environmental Impact
Statement (EIR/EIS). During the course of
this phase, all potentially feasible alternatives
will be evaluated for feasibility and environ-
mental impacts. That process will lead to the
selection of a preferred alternative and the
completion of engineering design work
specific to the chosen alternative. Finally,
following the review and approval by the
Butte County Department of Public Works of
prerequisite work, the consultant will prepare
a Construction Plan for the project. The entire
process might take about a year and a half to
complete.

Although Greenlaw affirms that all
potentially feasible alternatives will be
properly considered, most references about
widening the highway over the dam seem to
presume that the road should and will be
widened to four lanes. However, that
presumption assumes, erroneously, that other
alternatives are not available.

This article will illustrate one other
significant alternative to the four-lane
concept. The suggested alternative would
require, as a minimum, approximately 54 feet
of width on the top of the dam. The four-lane
concept would require, minimally, about 78
feet of width due to the two additional 12-foot
lanes. (12 feet is assumed, but it could be
slightly less.)

The FThe FThe FThe FThe Fourourourourour-lane Alt-lane Alt-lane Alt-lane Alt-lane Altererererernativnativnativnativnativeeeee
Commencing in the 1960s and 1970s, the
Butte County government permitted the
development of Paradise Pines on the upper
ridge. The development resulted in the
creation of a huge cul-de-sac, possibly the
largest one in the state, with only one
practical road in and out of the area. That
road, the Skyway, funnels automobile traffic
through the Town of Paradise. A traffic count
in 1995 found that the Average Daily Traffic
(ADT) on the Skyway just south of the dam
was 15,300. The ADT at that location is now
probably about 17,000. The traffic to and
from the upper ridge flows through the Town
of Paradise, utilizing Clark Road and Skyway
in about equal amounts with a much smaller
use of Pentz Road.

Widening the crossing to four lanes would
have two undesirable consequences. It would
stimulate additional residential growth on the
upper ridge, which in turn would increase
traffic from the upper ridge to and through
Paradise. That growth, obviously, would have
a compound effect on the Skyway traffic.
There would be more traffic even if there was
no additional growth, and there would be
much more traffic as a result of the growth.
Eventually the increased use of the new-found
capacity could again result in congestion at
the reservoir crossing. Deja vu!

One thing that the town doesn’t need is
more automobile traffic on Clark Road and
Skyway. Also, Chico officials and merchants
would welcome the people from Magalia in
their stores and shops, but that welcome
wouldn’t extend to the flood of additional
vehicles on their streets. It has been said that
for every one automobile, three parking
spaces are required; one at home, one at
work, and one at the shopping center.
Although, in practice, it doesn’t actually work
out precisely that way, there is considerable
truth to the observation.

TTTTTwwwwwo Lanes Plus Public To Lanes Plus Public To Lanes Plus Public To Lanes Plus Public To Lanes Plus Public Trrrrransitansitansitansitansit
This suggested alternative to the four-lane
concept utilizes at least three essential
components. They are: 1) an improved
crossing; 2) a massive public transit system
consisting of express buses running between
Magalia and Chico (and possibly Oroville);

and 3) improved alternate routes to and from
the ridge using Hupp-Coutolenc Road,
Centerville Road, and the Ponderosa Way
connection. The Inskip—Butte Meadows
Road is not essential to this alternative. The
road improvements should include straighten-
ing, widening, and paving. (Some realign-
ments might be needed.)

The improved crossing of the dam would
include two 12-foot lanes, one for each
direction, separated by a six foot median strip
(suitable for landscaping). Both the south-
bound and the northbound lanes would have
8-foot shoulders. In addition, a paved 6-foot
bike path would utilize the north side of the
dam. It would be helpful if this configuration
could extend from Coutolenc Road south of
the dam to South Park Drive north of the
dam. Adequate guard rails should be
installed.

The mass transit component would
involve express buses with 35 passenger or
larger seating capacity. The buses should
function in conjunction with several park and
ride lots located along Skyway in Magalia
and Paradise. In a prior article on this subject,
I suggested the following conditions:

1. Conveniently located parking lots with
night lighting, perimeter chain link fences,
bike racks, benches, and provision for
partial shading of automobiles from the
sun;

2. Multi-use of the sites for ride sharing, park
and bus riding, and the dropping off of bus
riders so that the family car can be
retained for use in Magalia and Paradise;

3. Express bus runs from Magalia to Chico
and Oroville and back during the commute
periods and throughout the day. Those runs
could include a few brief stops in Paradise;

4. On-board equipment for pre-emptive
control of traffic signals. As a bus
approached a green light, the light would
stay green long enough for the bus to pass
through the intersection;

5. Posted bus schedules and fare information;
readily available handout schedules;
imaginative advertising of the benefits of
public transit use.

Public Transit Best For The Upper Ridge
By Paul Smith

There are two additional points not
included in the previous list. Bus riders
commuting to work and shopping in Chico
and Oroville could benefit from special bus
routings in those cities. Secondly, and this is a
very important point, a transit bus system
could be started incrementally with as little as
one bus. Initially, it could offer prepaid
reserved seating. If the demand warranted,
more buses could then be added. If the
residents did not show sufficient interest in
the service, it could be discontinued and the
county could then proceed with other
alternatives.

Routes to and from the ridge are urgently
needed in addition to Skyway. Should there
be an impairment at the dam or the need for
emergency evacuation, the transit buses,
along with buses from other agencies, could
transport residents out of the area using any
of the available routes. That service should be
far more effective than a mass exodus of
private automobiles, trucks and motor homes.

The residents of Paradise, Chico, and
Oroville do not need the extra traffic that a
four-lane crossing would cause in their areas.
There is a good possibility that the public
transit alternative presented herein might
actually reduce the amount of traffic that now
exists. For upper ridge residents, faced with
possibly devastating forest fires and water
shortages, more residential development
would simply exacerbate the situation.
Therefore, in order for the proposed engineer-
ing and environmental review to be credit-
able, it must include proper consideration of
all potentially feasible alternatives and the
consequential impact of each alternative.

(This article was first published in the
   November 9, 2000 edition of the Ridge
   Riposte, a Paradise based newspaper.)
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by Michael Jones

My three children wade up the South Fork of
the Kern River, golden flecks of mica sparkle
in the water. They have walked 11 dusty
miles today, and have now found the real
world equivalent of heaven. California’s
native golden trout swim in these waters. The
sparkle in children’s eyes tells me that they
have connected with the natural world.

I have taken them hiking many times
before. We have gotten lost on the signless
trails in the Upper Park. We have explored on
cross-country treks into Cub Creek Botanical
Area off of Deer Creek. We have had fun, we
have had tears, but they haven’t connected
with God’s world in this way before. I think
California has three new advocates for the
wild lands.

But what made this event possible? It was
a trail. In this case, it was the Pacific Crest
Trail. Trails provide the interface by which
humans best become aware of their ancestral,
evolutionary link to the wild land. Most of us
with gray flecks (or more) in our hair can
remember a similar special moment along a
trail.

The Pacific Crest Trail in this area is new.
Someone had the vision and took the political
heat to see it implemented. Construction
crews entered the South Sierra Wilderness
and built the trail. At first some thought it
was an intrusion on the wilderness. But now
it is a part of the landscape, accepted by
people and by the wildlife. Wild animals
often walk along the trail, judging from the
many footprints we see.

John Muir, the founder of our Sierra’s
national parks, understood that the public
must have access to the wild lands in order
that they be appreciated and saved. Muir’s
Sierra Club originated the environmental
movement right here in California, and today
California boast the greatest percent of our
acreage in Parks and wildernesses of any
state outside of Alaska, despite the fact that
we have the greatest population.

California’s population is concentrated in
cities, separated by wildlands; at least more

so than any other area of the world with 30
million people. Chico’s General Plan outlines
a similar vision on a local level. A dense
urban core with wildlands preserved along
the creeks and in the hills.

Our visionary General Plan was nearly
decimated a couple years ago by a
Councilmember from a logging town, Mr.
Rick Keene. Many people of this community
came to the defense of the heart of the
General Plan, the Community Design
Element. It was saved.

The Community Design Element has
numerous guiding principles of opening up
the creekside areas to public use and
appreciation. Last year, an Annie Bidwell
Trail was proposed as an Implementing Policy

The Annie BidwThe Annie BidwThe Annie BidwThe Annie BidwThe Annie Bidwell Tell Tell Tell Tell Trrrrrailailailailail
A Dream For Upper Bidwell Park

for the General Plan as a way to implement
the Community Design Element.

The Annie Bidwell Trail general plan
amendment passed the City Council on a
unanimous vote earlier this year. John Muir
would be proud. Annie and John Bidwell met
with John Muir in the late 19th century.
Perhaps his great works inspired her to
preserve her wildlands along Big Chico Creek
as a park, a park for all the people. This is
our beloved Bidwell Park.

The wording of the general plan for the
Annie Bidwell Trail: “The City shall allow
and encourage development of an Annie
Bidwell Trail within sight and sound of Big
Chico Creek, where practicable, on city lands
from Bidwell Mansion to Ten-Mile Road. The
trail should be constructed or upgraded to a
minimum of (Bidwell Trails Manual) Class B
standards as soon as possible, but ideally
done in time for the 100-year anniversary of
Annie Bidwell’s July 11, 1905 deed of
Bidwell Park.”

There is a hope that the trail can be
extended up Big Chico Creek beyond Ten-
Mile Road. It would pass through the newly
acquired Big Chico Creek Ecologic Preserve,
eventually through miles of Sierra Pacific
Industries land, and on to the headwaters
where it would connect with the Pacific Crest

Trail. Just imagine, our children or grandchil-
dren would be able to walk entirely on trail
from Chico’s urban core all the way to the
South Fork of the Kern River, some 800 miles
away. There they could see the golden trout
and golden flecks of mica. And imagine all
the adventures they would have along the
way!

Remember all those trails you have hiked
on. Somebody had to plan for them. Someone
had to build them. And like a completed
cathedral is more than just the sum of the
stone blocks and glass it is built of, so a trail
becomes something more, it becomes a place
of the heart. And it becomes the place where
our children learn the love of the wild places
of our beloved California.

Over the next few months, the Bidwell
Park and Playground Commission will be
choosing a specific route to meet the
guidelines set by the Council. Environmental
review will then be done. Our current job is
to identify the route that minimizes the
environmental impacts, yet is true to the
General Plan’s vision of connecting Chicoans
with our creekside habitats. It can be done,
and we as a people have an overriding public
interest in doing so. It is now our generation’s
time to build trails.

Note: BEC’s Jon Luvaas was the
visionary chairperson of the General Plan task
Force which wrote the 1994 General Plan.
The General Plan was updated as part of a 5-
year review a few months ago. The author
wrote the Annie Bidwell Trail Implementing
Policy, and Kirk Monfort and Planning
Director Kim Siedler revised it at the
Planning Commission.
What needs to be done:

• Urge the Park Commission to expedite the
process of choosing a final route.

• When the draft management plan for the
Big Chico Creek Ecological Preserve
comes out in a few months, help to
encourage the University Foundation, Paul
Maslin, and Suzanne Gibbs to accept an
Annie Bidwell trail with un-restricted
public access.

• Publicize the clear-cutting by Sierra
Pacific in the upper watershed, and as part
of the compromise, support funding to buy
a 1-mile wide conservation easement to
protect the creek habitat and as a corridor
for the trail.

Members of the community have a chance to walk the proposed Annie Bidwell Trail

Members of the community have a chance to walk the proposed Annie Bidwell Trail

Visit Michael Jones’ Chicopolitics website at:
http://www.chicopolitics.com/
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Aerial view of prominent wetlands on CUSD-preferred site

Vernal pools on CUSD-preferred site
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A pristine wetland site in southeast
Chico is currently part of a proposal
open for public comment through the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineer (contact
information below). The 347-acre project
proposes to fill 6.85 acres of jurisdictional
wetlands to build a high school and 700
single-family residential
units and 300 multi-family
units. Butte County
meadowfoam, vernal pool
fairy shrimp, and vernal
pool tadpole shrimp are
present on the property
(see photos). Comments
are due December 7, 2000.

Though the wetland
and special status species
values have been well
known for almost a
decade, the Chico Unified
School District (CUSD)
has married itself to a
portion of this highly
constrained property when
there are four other viable
alternatives that are also
found in southeast Chico
(see federal agency encouragement of other
sites below). Using the need for a high school
as a wedge to develop the east side of Bruce
Road, Jim Mann, consultant for the land-
owner and an interested party in the develop-
ment, has even convinced the Chico Chamber
of Commerce into believing that there will be
no high school if it isn’t built east of Bruce
Road.

The CUSD, the Chamber, and the
Enterprise Record have initiated a flurry of
letters that push the need for a high school
and contain no information that is relevant to
a Clean Water Act wetlands permitting
process. This public relations campaign will
not affect the permit since the federal
agencies involved are responsible for wetland
and special species protection, not a
community’s desire or need for a new high
school. Writing CUSD regarding frustration
and confusion about the two year delay in

CUSD has neverCUSD has neverCUSD has neverCUSD has neverCUSD has never
revealed the realrevealed the realrevealed the realrevealed the realrevealed the real
asking price ofasking price ofasking price ofasking price ofasking price of
the land northe land northe land northe land northe land nor
taken the time totaken the time totaken the time totaken the time totaken the time to
honestly discusshonestly discusshonestly discusshonestly discusshonestly discuss
their currenttheir currenttheir currenttheir currenttheir current
altaltaltaltaltererererernativnativnativnativnatives.es.es.es.es.

building the high school is appropriate and
might encourage it to come clean with the
public regarding the obsession with the east
of Bruce site. CUSD has never revealed the
real asking price of the land nor taken the
time to honestly discuss their current
alternatives. Again, the landowner’s consult-

ant, CUSD, the Chamber,
and the Enterprise Record
are misleading the public.
More information is
available at
www.becnet.org.

Comments to the
Corps are encouraged
from individuals or
organizations with
relevant information
concerning the value of
the vernal pool landscape
and species to the region,
biology, hydrology, and
geology of the site. The
Public Notice for the
proposal is 200000612
and is found at web site:
http://
www.spk.usace.army.mil/

cespkco/regulatory/PNs/
Send comments to:
Matt Kelly
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
1325 J Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

For letter to CUSD regarding concerns
about the high school:
Scott Schofield, Chair, Board of Education
1163 E. 7th Street
Chico, CA 95928
sschofie@cusd.chico.k12.ca.us

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground
The Schmidbauers own a Eureka lumber
company and the property that is currently the
preferred site for a new Chico high school.
The property is heavily constrained by
wetlands and the endangered species Butte
County meadowfoam. A letter dated February
24, 1998 to Schmidbauer’s consultant, Jim

Mann, from the Fish and Wildlife Service
(Service) states, “Butte County meadowfoam
populations have been so reduced by past
projects that the species’ recovery depends
upon all or substantial portions of all
remaining populations. We also discussed
some of the genetic work that shows the
importance
of each of
the remain-
ing popula-
tions for the
long-term
viability of the species…”

Why would a consultant try to proceed
with a project in a heavily populated
meadowfoam area with the additional
information provided by the Service in 1998?
It appears that the desire to force a different
outcome for southeast Chico properties with
meadowfoam encouraged Mann to try to hook
a public entity to pressure the Endangered
Species Act process. The high school has four
other possible sites with minimal to no
constraints.

The Service and the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) have stated again
that the wetlands and endangered species in
southeast Chico are treasures
that have been entrusted to us.
In a letter dated October 4, 2000
from EPA to Congressional
Representative Wally Herger, it
clearly states that the jurisdic-
tional agencies are in agreement
that the “preservation of the two
parcels located east of Bruce
Road is necessary to adequately
protect waters of the United
States.” The property referred to
is the Schmidbauer property,
now being considered for the new high school
site. The City of Chico, landowners, state and
federal agencies, and local residents have all
been aware of resource constraints in the area
since the update of the Chico General Plan in
1994 and the attempted Habitat and Resource
Conservation Plan (HRCP) that followed.

The EPA letter is in response to a July
meeting called by Herger’s office and the
landowner’s consultant. The letter goes on to
say that, “Permitting development on even a
portion of the eastern parcels will degrade the
remaining resources through direct, indirect,
and cumulative impacts.” This is the same

language
the state
and federal
agencies
used during
the HRCP

process from 1995 through 1997. Despite
clear direction dating that far back, Mann has
been attempting to change agency policy and
belief for over two years with the Chico
Unified School District (CUSD) in tow.
CUSD was well aware of all the resource
issues in Chico after participating in the
Chico General Plan update and attending
HRCP meetings, but they still found the
Schmidbauer property east of Bruce enticing
for a new high school. The question still
needs to be asked, “What deal was offered to
pursue such environmentally constrained
property for a public high school?”

After following Mann’s lead for two
years, the landowner and the
CUSD must now follow the
advice provided years ago by
the agencies and restated in
the EPA letter.“Development
of the proposed high school
and some residential housing
could be accommodated on the
parcel located west of Bruce
Road. While this parcel also
supports wetlands and special
status species, the agencies are
prepared to assist local

stakeholders with permitting processes to
ensure the educational needs of the commu-
nity are met. Likewise, we are prepared to
assist local landowners with securing
compensation for protecting the natural
resources on their properties...”

“““““What deal wWhat deal wWhat deal wWhat deal wWhat deal was ofas ofas ofas ofas offffffererererered ted ted ted ted to puro puro puro puro pursue sucsue sucsue sucsue sucsue suchhhhh
enenenenenvirvirvirvirvironmentonmentonmentonmentonmentallallallallally consy consy consy consy constrtrtrtrtrained prained prained prained prained properoperoperoperoperty fty fty fty fty fororororor
a public high school?”a public high school?”a public high school?”a public high school?”a public high school?”
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Existing ConditionsExisting ConditionsExisting ConditionsExisting ConditionsExisting Conditions

Rock Creek as it flows through Butte County
exists in a variety of conditions. In some
agricultural areas there are deep pools and
riparian vegetation where both adult and
juvenile salmon reside in the springtime,
white-tailed kites nest in adjacent valley oaks
and occasional bald eagles sit in a stream-side
tree watching for an opportunity to pick up
one of the thousands of spawning suckers in
the creek. In other areas it is little more than
a ditch with little gravel, little vegetation and
very poor fish and wildlife habitat.

With the planning of the Rock Creek
flood control project, county residents, County
government, and State and Federal agencies
have an opportunity to foster a living stream
of salmon, pond turtles, hawks, kingfishers
and more. These species are present now in
limited numbers. Both Swainson’s hawk and
western pond turtles have been observed in
the Rock Creek watershed. Some of Rock
Creek is channelized, and its sloughs and
overflow channels filled and riparian forests
cut and converted to orchards. Houses have
been built in Rock Creek’s historic flood
plain. This has reduced its flood carrying
capacity to a minimum. A moderately large
storm that has a 1 in 7 chance of occurring in
any given year routinely causes flooding.
Houses are flooded in the same storms which
are relatively small ones on the scale of the
possible storms that can occur in Rock Creek.
In order to protect Rock creek, protect
residents from flooding, and provide habitat,
two things must be utilized: public taxes and
land. It takes space to hold water. Some land
will be needed, it will have to be purchased.
Tax dollars must be used. But adjacent
property owners will benefit substantially.
They will not be subject to flooding as they
now are every two or three years.

If the public is to invest millions tax
dollars, there must be a return for the public
at large, flooding must be prevented, the

Protect Rock Creek and Manage Flooding

Want to learn how to prune shade trees?
Learn what makes trees grow best and what
trees to plant in your yard? Learn why topping
is called the most expensive pruning method.
YOU can help Chico’s young street trees
while you learn a valuable skill.

Over 140 volunteers have helped Chico
Tree Enhancement to improve the health of
more than 3000 young street trees since 1993!
During our free workshops you learn from
trained crew leaders while you help Chico’s
young street trees. Workshops are scheduled
on Thursdays, Fridays,and Saturdays
throughout October and November. Rain
postpones. Free refreshments and literature!

Funding provided in part by The National
Urban Forestry Grant Program of the USDA
Forest Service, the CA Department of
Forestry and Fire Protection, and the Chico
Park Department. Pruning tools provided by
Fanno Saw. Streaminders is a member of the
California Releaf Network.

To find out more about the workshops,
schedule times, and locations: Call Roger
Cole at 895-0866.

Chico TChico TChico TChico TChico Trrrrree Enhancement andee Enhancement andee Enhancement andee Enhancement andee Enhancement and
Education (CTEducation (CTEducation (CTEducation (CTEducation (CTrEE) WrEE) WrEE) WrEE) WrEE) Worororororkkkkkshopsshopsshopsshopsshops
are being held again!are being held again!are being held again!are being held again!are being held again!

fisheries, and Rock Creek ‘s existing and
potential wildlife should be protected and
enhanced. The Chinook Salmon that use Rock
Creek for spawning are currently listed as an
endangered species. Swainson’s hawks are
also found at Rock Creek .

In some areas of Rock Creek there are
small levees; in many cases right on the
stream banks. Landowners’ property extends
into the creek channel and its riparian forest.
Some property owners have cut down all of
the riparian trees. Some have dumped
landscape debris which are then washed into
and pollute the creek. Some properties
owners use herbicides every year.

These property owners will benefit
substantially from the millions of dollars to
be invested, protecting their houses and
properties. We believe it is right and proper to
do this. We also believe it is right and proper
to protect the fish and other species of Rock
Creek, birds of prey, deer, and the other non-
human residents of our creeks.

Other changes need to be accomplished as
well. Cattle have been raised on Rock Creek
for many years. One property owner has
removed his cows yearly in May, while others
allow them to remain into the summer. The
first property owner now has a well-shaded
willow forest growing along the creek.
Research shows that willows act as flexible
vegetation in storms. They do not block flood
waters to any appreciable amount, but they do
reduce the force of the water protecting
stream banks from erosion.

Project DesignProject DesignProject DesignProject DesignProject Design

The flood control project must be designed
and constructed so as to allow a riparian
forest to regenerate, and to allow and
encourage gravel to remain in the creek so
that salmon can spawn, rear, and migrate out.
Property owners and the County need to give
up a measure of control inside the levees.
They must not cut down stream trees or use

agricultural chemicals. The area inside the
levees must return to nature as much as is
possible. In order to do this, levees need to be
set back enough to permit vegetated stream
banks and at least a limited natural meander-
ing, in correspondence with Rock Creek’s
natural geomorphic conditions.
Part of the project should be a management
plan that includes:

1. Recognizing the importance of the stream’s
corridor as critical habitat.

2. Including fish and wildlife needs equally
with flood protection.

3. Recognizing the value of the geomorphic
(the one immediately next to the creek) flood
plain for flood storage and the ecological
integrity of the creek (as in BLM’s Proper
Functioning condition protocol).

4. Mitigating previous cumulative abuse as
well as damage created by the project,
including permission for concerned groups to
conduct restoration plantings.

In the short run, building Rock Creek’s
flood control system this way will cost more
money. But in the long run, it will cost far
less in maintenance and human suffering, and
will provide a beautiful greenway. A green
strip of water and forest from the foothills to
the Sacramento River. Such is the potential of
Rock Creek.

In short, the Rock Creek flood manage-
ment system needs to be designed to
accommodate all aspects of a healthy stream
including plants and animals.

This is the best investment and long term
plan for Butte County as a whole.

Streaminders / Roger Cole and Tom Leonardi

Coming Home For the Remedies
Homemade Ant THomemade Ant THomemade Ant THomemade Ant THomemade Ant Trrrrrapsapsapsapsaps

1 part boric acid or 20 Mule Team borax
9 parts Karo syrup

Heat gently to mix and melt. Put a tablespoon of the mixture in a round whipped butter or
margarine carton with holes punched at 12, 3, 6, and 9 o’clock positions. Cover the carton and
place it in a shady spot. Ants will come to feast off the sweet but poisonous mixture and carry it
back to the nest where it will wipe out the rest of the ants.

Skunk Odor Remedy for PetsSkunk Odor Remedy for PetsSkunk Odor Remedy for PetsSkunk Odor Remedy for PetsSkunk Odor Remedy for Pets

If your dog has ever been “skunked” you know how ineffective the old tomato Juice remedy
is. It has been found that combining 1/2 Cup hydrogen peroxide and 1/4 Cup of baking soda
mixed with enough dishwashing liquid to create “the consistency of gravy” to be an effective
skunk odor killer.
Pour the mixture on the dog, massage into affected areas, add some water and shampoo, then
rinse with clear water. (Avoid getting in the animal’s eyes; do not seal in a jar because the
mixture will explode; dispose of any remaining mixture.)

All-Purpose Garlic Insect Repellent Spray for PlantsAll-Purpose Garlic Insect Repellent Spray for PlantsAll-Purpose Garlic Insect Repellent Spray for PlantsAll-Purpose Garlic Insect Repellent Spray for PlantsAll-Purpose Garlic Insect Repellent Spray for Plants

6 cloves garlic
1/2 onion
1 tablespoon cayenne pepper
1 tablespoon dishwashing liquid
1 quart water

Put first four ingredients in a blender, add some of the water and blend until smooth. Pour
mixture and the rest of the water into a jar and let steep for 24 hours. Strain, then pour liquid
into a spray bottle. Treat plants. Keep extra spray in refrigerator for up to two weeks.

ErErErErEradicatadicatadicatadicatadicate Eare Eare Eare Eare Earwigs a Safwigs a Safwigs a Safwigs a Safwigs a Safe We We We We Waaaaayyyyy

Are earwigs the cause of your young plants dying or vanishing overnight? Dampen
newspaper, roll it into a tight cylinder, then place it near the scene of the crime. It should be
full of earwigs the next morning. Burn it up or bag it well. Continue doing this until the
morning the newspaper is empty.
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was held at the Marin Center
in San Raphael, California, October 20-22.

The Bioneers Conference is the preeminent
gathering of visionaries with practical
solutions for restoring the Earth. For both
professional and general audiences, this
three-day annual event equips participants
with models, resources and networks,
encouraging everyone to act as primary
forces in the transformation toward a
restorative future.

BioneersBioneersBioneersBioneersBioneers
Conference 2000

 By Renee Renaud

In his opening remarks to the over two thousand attendees at
the three-day Bioneers Conference at San Rafael in October,
Kenny Ausubel, co-founder of the event, said that in spite of
the fact that all of our basic life support systems are endan-
gered, “there is as much cause for hope as for horror, because
the denial is finally ending, and because there are solutions.”

Finding ecologically and socially sound solutions to our
environmental problems is what the bioneers are all about.
They are “biological pioneers” dedicated to going beyond
sustainability to the restoration of the Earth.

This tenth annual conference entitled, “Revolution from
the Heart of Nature”, featured an eclectic group of fifteen
main speakers plus about thirty more who led afternoon
workshops. They were scientists, doctors, businesspeople,
authors, academics, activists and artists who subscribe to a
“Declaration of Interdependence” that says humans and
nature are inextricably linked. The crowd was just as diverse
in age and occupation with about forty per cent coming from
outside California and around the globe. Many speakers
received standing ovations, and one of these was author and
activist, Alice Walker, who spoke about her latest book -
“The Way forward is With a Broken Heart”. Her point was
that we need to feel our grief to heal it, and not mask it with
medications.

Although the overall tone of the conference was upbeat,
some of the facts and visuals presented gave all assembled
cause for grief, and tears came to many eyes. Dr. Michael
Lerner said that we are living in an “Age of Extinction” with
an “epidemic of chronic health problems such as cancer,
asthma, and learning disorders due to chemical exposure.”
Toxins in mothers’ milk are being downloaded to their
infants, and even the growth of the fetus in humans and
animals around the world is being damaged by estrogen-like
substances from pesticides and herbicides. These research
findings are well documented in Theo Colborn’s book, “Our
Stolen Future.”

Dr. Lerner’s personal solution was to found Health Care
Without Harm, a coalition of medical professionals whose
mission is to stop the incineration of medical waste contain-
ing dioxin and mercury. In four years it has grown from thirty
people to 300 member organizations in 30 countries.

On an overhead of a map of the world, Rebecca
Adamson of the Cherokee nation, showed how all of the
areas with the greatest remaining biodiversity and resources
are also the homelands of the few remaining indigenous
people.  They are trying to protect these lands, but often lose
both their land and lives to corporate greed. Her personal
solution was to create The First Nations’ Development Fund,
which is an advocate for economic development strategies
that supports indigenous rights and culture.

Anita Roddick was another speaker whose overhead
pictures deeply affected the viewers - young children in third
world countries forced to work long hours to survive. Anita
has used her entrepreneurial genius and loving heart to
create a cosmetics company that is a model of social and
environmental responsibility. She has sponsored many
effective grassroots social justice campaigns including
paying her employees to go to postwar Kosovo to help with
rebuilding efforts.

Paul Stamets, a mycologist from Washington State who
has done scientifically documented work breaking down
hazardous waste with fungi, also received enthusiastic and
grateful applause. His solution is right under our feet! The
before and after slides showing toxic areas turned into
healthy greenspots when ingested by certain microbes were
awesome.

Restorative farming was a major topic covered in depth
by both morning speakers and in afternoon sessions. At an
evening awards dinner, Joel Salatin was one of six bioneers
honored for their exceptional work. He has developed and
managed an innovative model of integrative family farming,
which restores health to the land and his rural community
while being financially prosperous. In the U.S., agri-business
has replaced agri-culture, with the result being loss of
topsoil, poisoned land, poor quality food and the death of
many small farms. There are so few farmers in America that
the 2000 Census eliminated that category of occupation and
we now have more prisoners than farmers.

A happier fact is that J.L. Chestnut, an African American
civil rights lawyer who works with poor farmers throughout
the Southwest to save small family farms, recently helped
win the largest class-action suit in U.S. history against the

What TWhat TWhat TWhat TWhat To Do When Opposition To Do When Opposition To Do When Opposition To Do When Opposition To Do When Opposition To Planning To Planning To Planning To Planning To Planning Turururururns Ugns Ugns Ugns Ugns Uglllllyyyyy
By Florence Williams

When the numerous and vocal opponents of the Flathead plan
suddenly came out of the woodwork last summer, it was a
shock to many people. But it was probably no accident.

“That’s a typical strategy,” says Tarso Ramos of the
Western States Center, a Portland-based nonprofit. “Agitators
whip people up for a short time but at a very strategic
juncture.”

How can communities prepare for this? High Country
News asked the experts.
Here are their tips:

* Say no to violence, intimidation and any tactic that
subverts public process, says Ken Toole of the Montana
Human Rights Network. Write letters to the editor; give
commentary to local radio stations and encourage public
censure of harassment and bullying.

* Involve yourself in broader-range issues than just
environmental protection, such as poverty, class, labor and
education. “The right’s been doing it, and doing it effec-
tively,” says Ramos. “Push for serious engagement in defining
and designing sustainable economic development and social
justice. Environmentalism isn’t just about wilderness. Reach
out to different people and different interests.”

* Don’t dismiss the arguments and paranoia of the radical
right as silly or crazy. “People need to confront the Big Lies of
the radical right,” says Toole. “The lies get thrown on the
table and never debunked. For some listeners, they become
reality.” Example: some opponents of the Flathead plan
believe that it is bankrolled by big money from out of state,
and that its purpose is to force landholders out in order to
“make room for the rich and famous,” as one put it. “You
can’t just roll your eyes or truth will go out the window,” adds
Toole. “Challenge these statements. As tedious as it gets, we
have to ask, “What’s your documentation? Show me.” “

* Develop expertise in communicating about “takings’
(when regulations devalue property) and other complex,
emotional issues. “The right has appealing, hot-button
phrases. We need to challenge those slogans and counter them
in language that’s also simple and appealing,” says Craig
Fiels, government affairs associate with the American
Planning Association.

* Form an organized opposition group, a local human
rights chapter or an active planning support group. “We need
to get information out about how planning helps communities
and protects private property,” says Fiels.

For more information, contact:
Montana Human Rights Network, P.O. Box 1222, Helena, MT
59624 (406/442-5506), or
Western States Center, 522 S.W. 5th, Suite 1390, Portland,
OR 97304 (503/228-8866).
(Printed from High Country News)

U.S. Department of Agriculture on the grounds of institutional
racism.

The best-attended afternoon session was on “Globaliza-
tion, Corporations and the Environment”, perhaps because a
large portion of the audience were also Green Party members
for whom the subject was also an election platform issue. The
case against the global economy was made by a panel of
speakers who explained why so-called free trade is not fair
trade, and gave examples of how it damages the social fabric
as well as the environment.

David Korten, author of “When Corporations Rule the
World” hailed the November ’99 Seattle protests, which
brought the proceedings of the World Trade Organization to a
standstill, a historic coming together of a diverse group of over
50,000 people unified by their commitment to life-
enhancing rather than money-making values, and to decision-
making by local communities instead of international
organizations.

The final speaker of the conference was the young,
beautiful and inspiring Julia Butterfly Hill, who lived for two
years atop a thousand year old redwood tree to protest the
logging of old growth forests in the Pacific Northwest. She
said, “One of the greatest lessons I learned in that tree was
that the way I feel fulfilled, is by living my life for something
greater than myself and being a part of so many people who
recognize the power and the hope in that.”
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GE foods are increasingly common products
that contain ingredients resulting from gene
splicing done by scientists. Genes are the
blueprints used by organisms to create
proteins and control metabolic processes.
Changing an organism’s genes can cause it to
produce unprecedented proteins or to alter
previous generations of life cycles.

The first GE organisms were released into
the environment and the store shelves in
1994. An explosion in technology has made
the presence of GE ingredients extremely
common in foods sold in the United States.
Corn, potatoes, soybeans, tomatoes and
canola are staples in the diet of our country.
About 1/4 of U.S. cropland is planted to GE
crops, making the U.S. by far the world’s
largest producer of them. About 50% of its
soybeans, 33% of its corn and about 55% of
its cotton are GE varieties. There are also GE
canola, potatoes, squash, tomatoes, and other
crops.

According to the Organic Consumers’
Union, foods made with soy, corn, cottonseed
or canola (including soy and corn derivatives
such as lecithin, soy oil, soy proteins, corn
syrup and cornstarch) may very well be GE
foods. An estimated 60 to 75% of all non-
organic supermarket foods now contain GE
ingredients.

What hazards do GE foods present to
consumers? The British Medical Association
has called for an indefinite moratorium on GE
foods. Four categories of consumer hazards
have been identified; allergens, toxins,
antibiotic resistance and nutritional deficits.

Unexpected Allergic Reactions may occur
when genes from one organism with high
danger potential (such as Brazil nuts) are
mixed with a common food additive crop such
as soybeans. In 1996 such a soybean was
developed and the owners of the GE patent
didn’t want to pay for the expensive testing to

determine if the Brazil nut allergen crossed
into the soybean. Extra tests  carried out by
researchers discovered the problem and
averted a disaster by preventing the GE
Brazil nut-soy products from entering the
commercial food stream.

GE foods may have toxic effects. For
example, Monsanto’s GE Bovine Growth
Hormone (rBGH) is used in milk production,
where it raises the level of Insulin-like
Growth Factor-1 (IGF-1). Studies suggest that
people with elevated levels of IGF-1 are more
likely to get prostate cancer, breast cancer and
lung cancer than those with normal levels.
Another example: GE potatoes were found to
weaken rats’ immune systems and adversely
affect their kidneys, thymuses, spleens, guts
and brains.

Antibiotic Resistance may result from
consuming GE foods due to a technicality of
gene splicing. Since not all organisms will
successfully take up foreign genes during
gene insertion, antibiotic resistance genes are
added to the foreign genes. This allows
engineers to kill off the unmodified organisms
using antibiotics. When eaten, these foods
could reduce the effectiveness of antibiotics
to fight disease when taken with meals.

NUTRITION: Soybeans have been found
to contain beneficial phytoestrogen com-
pounds that are associated with a decrease in
heart disease and cancer. The Journal of
Medicinal Food has stated that GE soybeans
have less of this nutritional component then
natural soybeans.

Improved food quality is not the purpose
or the result of genetic engineering. Accord-
ing to a USDA report, 98 percent of genetic
alterations are done to make food production
and processing easier and more profitable for
the manufacturers. Only 2 percent are aimed
at improved nutrition or taste. In general,
these crops are being engineered to increase

corporate profitability, not designed to
alleviate world hunger. The primary function
of bioengineering is to improve the control of
agriculture by the giant agri-business
corporations by meeting the following goals.

HERBICIDE RESISTANT CROPS: These
are crops engineered to tolerate an herbicide
so that it can be applied without harming the
crop. For example, Monsanto sells its
Roundup Ready® crops along with its
Roundup herbicide (glyphosate). Herbicide
resistant crops account for about 71% of all
GE crops.

PESTICIDE CROPS: Pesticide crops are
engineered to contain a pesticide within their
cells. For example, Bt corn contains a toxin
normally produced by the Bacillus
Thuriengensis (Bt) bacterium. The toxin
produced by the corn is more durable than the
short-lived toxin produced by the bacterium.
Long term effects on humans who consume
this toxin have not been studied. These crops
account for about 22% of all GE crops.

SINGLE GENERATION CROPS: Crops
that limit their own use are designed to
produce seeds that are sterile, forcing farmers
to buy new seed every year, instead of being
able to save, share and breed them. This has
particularly dire consequences for the small
family farmer and subsistence farmers around
the world. There is some concern that the so-
called “terminator” gene may jump species
and effect viability in other plants.

PRODUCTION ENHANCING CHEMI-
CALS: Some GE products are chemicals used
in food production. For example, about a third
of U.S. dairy cows are injected with recombi-
nant Bovine Growth Hormone (rBGH) to
increase their milk production. The increased
stress associated with the revved up milk
production can lead to infectious disease in
the dairy animals and an increase in antibiotic
use.

What Are Genetically Engineered (GE) Foods?
By Jim Brobeck

FARMED ANIMALS: Some production
animals are genetically engineered for some
“advantageous” trait. For example, under
development are Atlantic salmon that are
engineered to grow up to 600% faster early on
and up to 200% faster overall. These penned
fish may be at a disadvantage in the wild and
some biologists fear that hybridized wild-GE
salmon would threaten the wild stocks.

The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) and the U.S. Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (USDA) share the responsibility of
ensuring that genetically engineered foods are
safe for consumers and safe for the environ-
ment. Unfortunately, these agencies have
built a structure of weak policies and non-
regulation of this ever-growing industry,
paving the way for the biotech industry to
take the lead. Federal agencies are not
advancing efforts for the safety and regulation
of GE foods, but rather following the
guidelines created by the biotech industry.

Although two-thirds of all processed
foods in the United States contains geneti-
cally engineered ingredients, there are no
regulatory laws for mandatory pre-market
testing or labeling.

The leaders in biotechnology are the same
giant chemical companies — Monsanto,
DuPont, Aventis and Novartis — that sell
toxic pesticides and herbicides. These
companies are genetically engineering plants
to be resistant to herbicides that they
manufacture so they in turn can sell more
herbicides. Farmers in both developed and
developing countries will become increas-
ingly dependent on the industry to provide
them with the materials necessary to continue
their livelihood.

Advertise in the
Environmental News

For ad rates for business cards, 1/4 page, 1/2 page and full page ads, call 891-6424

Sponsor  a Web Page on
www.BECNET.org

For ad rates for banner ads, email staff@becnet.org or call 891-6424
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Recycling in Butte County
NorCal Waste North Valley Chico Scrap FireMaster North Valley Steel Mill 20/20 Westside Work Training
Systems                 Waste Management Metals Organic Recy. Recyclers Recycle Ctr. Recycling Center

California redemption:
Glass $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Aluminum $ $ $ $ $ $ $
Plastics $ $ $ $ $ $ $

Glass (household - clear) * * $ * * *
Glass (household - colored) * * * * * $

Tin cans * * * $ *
Scrap aluminum * * $ $ *
Scrap metals $ $ *

#1 plastic * * $ $ $
#2 plastic * $ $ * *
#3 - #7 plastic * * $ $ *

Newspaper * * * * *
Magazines * * *
Cardboard * * * * *
Ledger paper * * *
Computer paper * * *

Car batteries * * $ *
Latex paint * *
Used motor oil $
Anti-freeze * * *

Cars *
Appliances * *

Fire extinguishers *
Yard waste * (chg.)
Wood waste * (chg.)

$ = Pays for recyclables; * = Accepts recyclables (no payment); * (chg.) = Accepts recyclables (small charge). There are many other recycling and reuse businesses in Butte County. Call BEC at 891-6424 for more
information about other items that can be recycled and for other recycling/reuse locations.

Aldred Scrap MetalsAldred Scrap MetalsAldred Scrap MetalsAldred Scrap MetalsAldred Scrap Metals
786 Oro-Chico Highway, Chico
342-4930

Baldwin Contracting CompanyBaldwin Contracting CompanyBaldwin Contracting CompanyBaldwin Contracting CompanyBaldwin Contracting Company
Asphalt, concrete, porcelain plumbing fixtures
recycling
1764 Skyway Chico
865-1432
M-F 8-5 (call first)

CalifCalifCalifCalifCalifororororornia Deparnia Deparnia Deparnia Deparnia Department of Consertment of Consertment of Consertment of Consertment of Conservvvvvationationationationation
20/20 Recycle Center20/20 Recycle Center20/20 Recycle Center20/20 Recycle Center20/20 Recycle Center
For information and location call 1-800-Recycle
or 732-9253

Chico Computers for SchoolsChico Computers for SchoolsChico Computers for SchoolsChico Computers for SchoolsChico Computers for Schools
PC, peripherals, monitors reuse & recycling
North Valley Plaza Mall (between Longs &
Mervyn’) Chico
895-4175

Chico Scrap MetalsChico Scrap MetalsChico Scrap MetalsChico Scrap MetalsChico Scrap Metals
Cars (call first)
878 E. 20th St., Chico,
343-7166
766 Oro-Chico Hwy., Durham,
345-6241
M-F 8-12, 1-4, Sat. 8-12

City of Chico PCity of Chico PCity of Chico PCity of Chico PCity of Chico Pererererermanent Household Hazarmanent Household Hazarmanent Household Hazarmanent Household Hazarmanent Household Hazardousdousdousdousdous
WWWWWasasasasasttttte Collection Fe Collection Fe Collection Fe Collection Fe Collection Facility Aacility Aacility Aacility Aacility AC IndusC IndusC IndusC IndusC Industrtrtrtrtrial Serial Serial Serial Serial Servicesvicesvicesvicesvices
car batteries, latex paint, used motoroil and
antifreeze
1111 Marauder St. at Chico Airport
895-4829 or 343-5488
Fri-Sat. 9-1

Crowder EnterprisesCrowder EnterprisesCrowder EnterprisesCrowder EnterprisesCrowder Enterprises
Yard & wood waste recycling
153 Innsbrook Way, Chico
345-1136
M-F 8-5, Sat. 9-4

Market NewsMarket NewsMarket NewsMarket NewsMarket News
RaleysRaleysRaleysRaleysRaleys
211 W. East Avenue, Chico 899-3712
2485 Notre Dame, Chico 895-0398
2325 Meyers, Oroville 533-0950
·.05 credit for own bag

SafewaySafewaySafewaySafewaySafeway
1366 East Ave, Chico 899-2320
690 Mangrove Ave, Chico 345-2217
1016 W. Sacramento Ave, Chico 895-0244
1596 Highway 99, Gridley 846-3762
6020 Clark Road, Paradise 877-7923
· .05 credit for own bag
· recycles plastic bags

S & S ProduceS & S ProduceS & S ProduceS & S ProduceS & S Produce
1924 Mangrove Ave, Chico 343-4930
·.05 credit for own bag
·Has bulk foods and encourages use of
recycled containers for filling
·Will recycle a small amount of aluminum,
glass, cardboard, plastic
·Recycles paper grocery bags

AlberAlberAlberAlberAlbertsons/Luctsons/Luctsons/Luctsons/Luctsons/Luckykykykyky
146 W. East Ave, Chico 343-3434
2157  Pillsbury Road, Chico 345-9794
· .05 credit for own bag
· recycles plastic bags

Chico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural Foods
818 Main Street, Chico 891-1714
· .05 credit for own bag
· Has bulk foods and encourages use of
recycled containers
· Recycles aluminum, all glass, cardboard,
#1-7 plastic types, computer paper and
ledger paper

Energy MastersEnergy MastersEnergy MastersEnergy MastersEnergy Masters
Battery recycling
1933 Esplanade, Chico
345-4129
M-F 8-5, Sat 9-2

FFFFFair Sair Sair Sair Sair St. Rt. Rt. Rt. Rt. Recyecyecyecyecycling-(Wcling-(Wcling-(Wcling-(Wcling-(Wororororork Tk Tk Tk Tk Trrrrraining Centaining Centaining Centaining Centaining Center)er)er)er)er)
2300 Fair Street, Chico
343-8641
M-F 9-4, Sat. 9-3:30

FFFFFiririririreMaseMaseMaseMaseMasttttter (fer (fer (fer (fer (fororororormermermermermerllllly Hughes Fy Hughes Fy Hughes Fy Hughes Fy Hughes Fiririririre Extinguisher)e Extinguisher)e Extinguisher)e Extinguisher)e Extinguisher)
13504 Skypark Industial Park Chico
893-0110
M-F 8-5

GrGrGrGrGridleidleidleidleidley Household Hazary Household Hazary Household Hazary Household Hazary Household Hazardous Wdous Wdous Wdous Wdous Wasasasasasttttte Re Re Re Re Recyecyecyecyecyclingclingclingclingcling
Motor oil, antifreeze, car batteries, paint
recycling
Ord Ranch Road, Gridley
846-0810
2nd Sunday of month, Gridley residents only

Habitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for Humanity
New & gently used building materials reuse
895-1271

Neal Road LandfillNeal Road LandfillNeal Road LandfillNeal Road LandfillNeal Road Landfill
Sun-Sat 7-4

NNNNNorCal WorCal WorCal WorCal WorCal Wasasasasasttttte Sye Sye Sye Sye Syssssstttttemsemsemsemsems
Car batteries, latex paint, antifreeze
2720 S. 5th Ave Oroville
342-4444 or 533-5868 (call to confirm hours)
M-Sat. 8:30-3:30

NNNNNorororororttttth Vh Vh Vh Vh Valleallealleallealley Ory Ory Ory Ory Orggggganic Ranic Ranic Ranic Ranic Recyecyecyecyecyclingclingclingclingcling
Cohasset Road, 1/2 mile north of Eaton Road,
Chico
521-2031 (office), 893-4777, 899-3683 (Yard
waste facility)
Tue-Sat 8-4
www.northvalleydisposal.com

NNNNNorororororttttth Vh Vh Vh Vh Valleallealleallealley Wy Wy Wy Wy Wasasasasasttttte Manage Manage Manage Manage Managementementementementement
2569 Scott Ave., Chico
893-0333, 893-4777
Tue-Sat 10-4:30

PPPPParararararadise Vadise Vadise Vadise Vadise Vegegegegegeeeeetttttativativativativative We We We We Wasasasasasttttte Pre Pre Pre Pre Progogogogogrrrrramamamamam
Yard waste recycling
951 American Way, Paradise
877-0824
Sun 10-3, Tue 10-3, Thu 10-3, Sat 10-3

Recycle ParadiseRecycle ParadiseRecycle ParadiseRecycle ParadiseRecycle Paradise
CA Redemption, batteries, oil, antifreeze,
cardboard, newspaper, plastic, glass
951 American Way, Paradise
877-2777
M-Sat 10-4

Steel Mill RecyclersSteel Mill RecyclersSteel Mill RecyclersSteel Mill RecyclersSteel Mill Recyclers
Car batteries, latex paint, antifreeze
786 Oro-Chico Hwy., Durham
342-4930 (call to confirm hours)
M-F 8-5

WWWWWesesesesestside Rtside Rtside Rtside Rtside Recyecyecyecyecyclingclingclingclingcling
2538 Hwy. 32, Chico
892-2262
M-Sat 10-6 and Sun 10-4

BEC is gathering information for a Butte
County recycling and reuse directory. If
your business is involved in recycling or
reuse (e.g. selling used merchandise) and
has not yet been contacted by BEC, please
call Susan at 891-6424 to be included in
the directory
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Volunteer!

Want to help make our community a
better place?  Teach your kids
about the environment?  Spend

some time outdoors?  Learn new skills?  Meet
people with similar interests?  Consider
volunteering for a local environmental or
social-service organization.

TTTTTips fips fips fips fips for Vor Vor Vor Vor Voluntoluntoluntoluntolunteereereereereeringinginginging
There are many volunteer opportunities that

don’t require a major or regular time
commitment.  If you see an activity that
appeals to you, call to get on the
organization’s list of potential volunteers
or to get the schedule.  Write the dates in
your calendar, even if you’re not sure
you’ll have free time then.

Be persistent in contacting the organization.
They’re all short-staffed (assuming there’s
any staff at all) and just because they
haven’t returned your call in a few days
doesn’t mean that they don’t want your
help.

Many organizations have only a very few
regular volunteers.  Although you may read
that 200 people volunteered for a clean-up
or annual trail day, most groups are
delighted when even an extra one or two
people show up to help.

Most organizations don’t require or expect
that you will become a member in order to
participate in their volunteer activities.

Kids are often very welcome as volunteers
too.  They get the same enjoyment from
helping that adults do, so give them the
opportunity to participate.

Don’t assume that you must have special
skills or physical strength.  Most volunteer
activities can accommodate a variety of
abilities and provide training, where
necessary.

Dress appropriately for the activity.

You can be a volunteer on your own too.
Adopt a section of a street, park, or creek
and spend an occasional hour or two
picking up trash and recyclables.  Attend
community meetings and let your friends
and neighbors know what was said there.
Write letters to the editor when you feel
strongly about an issue.

Our Eco-Directory (pages 22- 23 in this
EN) lists more than 50 local organizations
that could use your help.  Here are some
specific needs:

Bidwell Park needs volunteers to help with
trail maintenance, weeding in Lower Park,

painting, and litter control.  People who visit
Bidwell Park on a regular basis may want to
consider becoming a member of Park Watch.
Park Watch members are trained on providing
Park visitors with information on Bidwell
Park and rules and regulations. Contact the
Volunteer Coordinator at 895-4758 or
shogue@ci.chico.ca.us.  Parks in other
communities have similar programs.  In
Paradise, call 872-6291, in Gridley, call 846-
5695 and in Oroville, call 538-2415.

The California Native Plant Society needs
occasional volunteers for Scotch Broom
removal (an invasive non-native brush that
crowds out native plants).  Call John
Copeland 343-1748.  They also help maintain
the Chico Creek Nature Center Garden with
work, such as weeding, pruning, planting, and
fixing/installing drip system, or by donating
native plants or wildflower seeds.  Call Sam
Hillaire at 893-9697, Wes Dempsey at 342-
2293 or Gen, at the Nature Center, 891-4671.

Chico Food Not Bombs serves vegetarian
meals to the homeless and hungry every
Saturday and Sunday from 12-2pm in Depot
Park.  They are looking for volunteers to help
cook, transport and serve food.  Anyone can
help out whether you can come every
weekend or just drop by every once in a
while.  Food Not Bombs is a grassroots
organization with over 100 autonomous
chapters around the globe. Food Not Bombs
believes that many of society’s problems stem
from a simple crisis in human values where
human life comes second to material gain.
Contact Zeke at 893-5772 or
zrogers@sunset.net, Erin at 896-1747, or visit
our Website http://sunset.net/~zrogers/fnb.

The Chico Peace & Justice Center is
cultivating peace through community gardens,
poetry workshops, “Peace of Mind”  brown-
bag lecture series, grassroots organizing
workshops, resource library and more!  “If
you want peace then work for justice.” Join
our team of peace activists! Contact Ama at
893-9078.

Chico Tree Enhancement and Education
Program offers free workshops, training
volunteers to help Chico’s young street trees.
Want to learn how to prune shade trees?
Learn what makes trees grow best and what
trees to plant in your yard? Learn why topping
is called the most expensive pruning method?
Over 140 volunteers have helped Chico Tree
Enhancement to improve the health of more
than 3000 young street trees since 1993! Take
part of Thursday, Friday, or Saturday to learn,

have fun and help our young trees!  Contact
Roger Cole at 895-0866  or rwcole@jps.net
for the Spring (Feb-May) workshops
schedule.

Community Action Volunteers in Educa-
tion (CAVE) is an Associated Students
CSUC organization that matches people who
want to volunteer with organizations that
need help.  All community members can use
the Volunteer Connection Program to identify
available volunteer opportunities. Community
non-profit social service agencies are
welcome to utilize the Volunteer Connection
Program to recruit volunteers for their
specific needs.  Contact Nan Timmons at 898-
5817 or ntimmons@csuchico.edu .

Habitat for Humanity builds and rehabili-
tates simple, decent houses through volunteer
labor, donations of money and materials and
with the help of the homeowner families. The
Chico affiliate is repairing and landscaping
houses every weekend, year-round.  A local
house-building project is planned for next
year.  You don’t need to have any prior
building experience or repair skills to
participate, just a willingness to learn.
Construction professionals are welcome too,
of course.  Contact Pam Easterly at 895-1271.

The Nature Conservancy’s Dye Creek
Preserve (45 minutes north of Chico) has an
occasional need for volunteers on various
projects throughout the year. Activities
include native grass seeding in the fall, tree
planting in the winter and spring, serving as a
hike docent, maintaining trails, and working
on small carpentry projects throughout the
year. The past two years have seen a large
increase in turnout for our spring canyon
hikes. They need volunteers to help lead
these hikes, and will be conducting docent
training this winter for those who are
interested. The training will include talks on
the human and natural history of the Lassen

Foothills, plant and animal identification, and
Red Cross certification in first aid and CPR.
It will be an excellent opportunity to learn
about the natural and cultural heritage of the
area.  Please contact Joe Short at 527-0424 or
joeshort@jps.net.

Northern California Regional Land Trust
is a private nonprofit conservation organiza-
tion specializing in conservation of natural
resources. They assist northern California
landowners and public agencies in the
voluntary protection of land and other natural
resources. They need volunteers for assisting
with various tasks such as data-base entry,
mailings and related tasks.  Contact Keith
McKinley at 530-894-7738 or
ncrlt@shocking.com

Protect Our Watershed sorts conifer
seedlings at the Calif. Dept of Forestry Fire
Center on Steiiffer Rd. (Paradise Pines area)
one day each month in the winter, usually
starting in December. We work with CCC
corps members. The job is dirty, wet and
FUN. The Protect Our Watershed record is
10,000 seedlings boxed in one work day!
Contact Jean Crist at 873-6383 or
cont1@aol.com.

Trout Unlimited A new chapter of Trout
Unlimited (TU) will be starting up soon, in
Chico, CA. Trout Unlimited is a national non-
profit conservation organization. The goal of
TU is to restore and maintain desirable fish
populations, through habitat management,
restoration etc. Contact Eric Pooler at 893-
3116, or ep10@mail.csuchico.edu or
agroninja@yahoo.com.

Does your organization want more
volunteers?  Send an e-mail describing
your volunteer needs to
envnews@shocking.com and we’ll include
your listing starting with our next issue.
It’s easy!  It’s free!

Phone Book Recycling Drive
every Saturday during the month of January.
Saturday Donation Center, located on the corner of
4th and Cherry Streets from 10-2:30 pm.
For questions, contact AS. Recycling at 898-5033.

by Susan Mason
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The Environmental Calendar

Saturday December 9
Bidwell Park Hike (grade 3, class A). A 10-
11 mile winter workout from One Mile in
lower Bidwell Park to the Easter Cross in
upper park and back. Bring lunch, water and
a windbreaker/rain gear. Heavy rain cancels.
Meet at 9 A.M. at One Mile near the bridge.
Leader: Alan 872-0419. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

“Holiday Banners” 11:30am-12:30pm,
Children ages 7 and up will get to create their
very own Holiday Banner! Step-by-step
instructions will be given. Children will draw
their own design on paper, and we’ll transfer
it onto a fabric banner. Then children will add
more decorations to their banner and take it
home for display! Space is limited to 12
children. Pre-registration is required by
calling 891-4671. FEES: members free, non-
members $3. Chico Creek Nature Center

Sunday December 10
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

3rd Annual Holiday FUN Raiser and Silent
Auction 6pm- Silent Auction 7:30pm Dinner
at Kramore Inn, 1903 Park Avenue. No host
bar. $25 per person. Reservations must be
made by Friday Dec. 8th. Call Suzanne Gibbs
at 342-3429. Big Chico Creek Watershed
Alliance

Saturday December 16
Cross-Country Ski (grade 2, class A/B).
We’ll go cross-country skiing where the snow
is good. This is for people who have their
own equipment. Bring skis, boots, poles,
lunch, water, appropriate clothing and $ for
the drivers. Call leader for time and meeting
place. Leader: Larry, 342-7998. Sierra Club,
Yahi group

“Amazing Animal Adaptations!” 10:00-
11:00am,Children ages 5 and up will be
introduced to some of the Nature Center’s
vast live animal collection. Our staff
naturalist will discuss each animal’s physical
characteristics, natural habitats, and personal
histories. Participants will have the rare
opportunity to observe and touch each animal
up close. At the end of the presentation each
child will receive coloring pages of our
animals, plus Nature Center postcards.
Limited to 20 children. Parents must
accompany their children. Pre-registration is
required by calling 891-4671. FEES:
members free, non-members $2. Chico Creek
Nature Center

Nature Center Garden Workday Meet at 10
till noon at the Chico Creek Nature Center.
Please bring gardening tools. Leader is Sam
Hillaire. For more information call 893-9697
California Native Plant Society

Sunday December 17
Rim Trail Hike in Upper Bidwell Park
(grade 2, class A). An easy, 6-mile hike
along the rim in upper Bidwell Park. Bring
lunch, water and boots. Rain does not cancel,
but hike will be shorter. Meet at 9:30 A.M. at
the Easter Cross parking lot in Upper Bidwell
Park. Leader: Helen, 343-2417; assistant
leader: Jeanne, 345-2549. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Tuesday December 19
Sierra Club Seniors (and all members)
volunteer to gift wrap at Chico Mall to raise
funds for Independent Living Services of
Northern California. Hours 9 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Call Joanne prior to Dec 14 to sign up (the
sooner the better). We especially need 6-10
P.M. shift filled. 893-2154. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

Friday December 22
Burgers at the Bear. Escape the Holiday
frenzy. Meet at 6 P.M. at the Madison Bear
Garden, Chico. Dress warm the Bear is
usually cool. Call Betty or Steve for more
information. 345-7205. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

Saturday December 23
Family Christmas Caroling/Get Together.
Share your Christmas spirit by spreading
cheer to the elderly. We will visit a couple of
nursing homes and entertain them with some
holiday songs and smiles; then we’ll get
together for hot drinks and snacks. Bring
happy voices, bells or other instruments and a
snack to share. RSVP by December 15th for
meeting place. All ages welcome! Leader:
Jeanne, 345-2549; assistant leader: Larry,
342-7998. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Sunday December 24
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

WednesdayDecember 27
Cross-Country Ski (grade 2, class A/B).
We’ll go cross-country skiing where the snow
is good. This is for people who have their
own equipment. Bring skis, boots, poles,
lunch, water, appropriate clothing and $ for
the drivers. Call leader for time and meeting
place. Leader: Larry, 342-7998. Sierra Club,
Yahi group

Sunday December 31
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Monday January 1
New Year’s Day Hike. Meet at the Horseshoe
Lake parking lot at Noon on January 1, 2000.
There will be 2 walks possible; one group will
take the Yahi Trail along the creek (grade 1,
class A); those who want more exercise can
hike up the North Rim Trail (grade 2, class B).
Bring warm clothes (and a cap!) for the chilly
winds on the North Rim trail! Everyone is
welcome. There will be an optional dinner
afterward. Leaders: Charlee for the Yahi Trail,
Roylene for the North Rim Trail. If you have
any questions, call 343-2332 Sierra Club, Yahi
group

New Year’s Day Banana Belt Hike On the
upper south-facing slopes of the north ridge in
Upper Bidwell Park we will see Gaping
Penstemon (renamed Keckiella), Diffuse
Daisy, paintbrush and many others (with
luck). At any rate, it is a great way to start the
new year right. Meet at Parking Lot E,
Horseshoe Lake, at 10 am. Possibly slippery
scrambling. First one there is the leader!
California Native Plant Society

Saturday January 6
Cross-Country Ski (grade 2, class A/B).
We’ll go cross-country skiing where the snow
is good. This is for people who have their
own equipment. Bring skis, boots, poles,
lunch, water, appropriate clothing and $ for
the drivers. Call leader for time and meeting
place. Leader: Larry, 342-7998. Sierra Club,
Yahi group

Bidwell Park Trail Maintenance Day  Help
maintain trails in Upper Bidwell Park from
8:00 am till noon. People of all ages are
welcome to participate. It’s a good way to
learn more about the park trails and what’s
being done to maintain and improve them.
Volunteers should meet at 8:00 am in the
parking lot located on the eastside of
Horseshoe Lake in Upper Bidwell Park.
Gloves, tools, training and beverages are
provided by the City. Wear sturdy shoes or
boots. For more information contact Steve
Hogue at the Parks Dept. (895-4758) or via
email at shogue@ci.chico.ca.us City of Chico
Parks Department

Sunday January 7
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Friday January 12
Llano Seco Birding (Grade 1 Class A).
Senior’s trip, but all welcome. Caravan to
historic Llano Seco and possibly Sacramento
National Wildlife Refuge to see thousands of
geese of four species and about 12 species of
ducks and maybe Tundra Swan, White
Pelicans, White-faced Ibises and Sandhill
Cranes. Bring warm clothing, bag lunch, hot
drinks, funds to pay driver and possible
entrance fee or Golden Pass & telescope or
binoculars. Meet at Park & Ride. For time
and information call leader Joanne, 893-2154
or assistant leader Jan, 839-2808. Sierra
Club, Yahi group

Sat-SundayJanuary 13-14
Snow Goose Festival in Chico Workshops,
banquet, and guided tours of waterfowl
refuges and local farms involved in preserv-
ing waterfowl habitat. Call 852-8570 x313 or
e-mail snogeese@pacbell.net for more
information.

Sunday January 14
Lassen Park Snowshoe Hike (grade 2, class
B). Trailhead near Lassen Park ski chalet. We
will snowshoe 4 or 5 miles, but can take
several hours depending on snow conditions.
Round trip drive of about 180 miles. Bring
snowshoes (rentals are available in Chico),
layered clothing, gloves, $ for carpooling and
park entrance fee. Storm cancels. Return to
Chico about 5 P.M. Meet at 8 AM at Chico
Park and Ride. Leader: Kevin, 894-0438.
Sierra Club, Yahi group

“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club
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Thursday January 18
Cross-Country Ski Video. This video is for
beginners, but has information for cross-
country skiers of all levels. I’ll also do a short
overview on equipment and clothing. Meet at
the community room at the food court at the
Chico Mall at 7 P.M., sharp. For more
information call leader. Leader: Larry, 342-
7998. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Saturday January 20
Cross-Country Ski Lessons. This is for
beginners and intermediates who want to
improve their overall ski technique and
fitness. There is a fee of $10 per lesson to
defray costs. Bring ski gear, lunch, water,
appropriate clothing and $ for drivers. Call
leader for more information. Leader: Larry at
342-7998. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Feather River Hike (grade 2, class A). An
easy 5-6 mile hike along the paved bike path
in Oroville from Hwy. 70 to the Nature
Center. Along the way we should see nice
views of the Feather River and lots of
wildlife, including many winter waterfowl.
Bring lunch and water. Meet at 9 A.M. at the
parking lot off of the Montgomery street exit
of Hwy. 70 by the Feather River (turn right
when you exit if coming from the north).
Leader: Alan, 872-0419. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

Sunday January 21
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Saturday January 27
Cross-Country Ski Lessons. This is for
beginners and intermediates who want to
improve their overall ski technique and
fitness. There is a fee of $10 per lesson to
defray costs. Bring ski gear, lunch, water,
appropriate clothing and $ for drivers. Call
leader for more information. Leader: Larry at
342-7998. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Sunday January 28
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Sunday January 30
Paskenta Century The riders leave the One
Mile Area of Bidwell Park at 8 AM. This
Superbowl Sunday Tradition has been a
staple of the Chico Velo Century Series from
the beginning. The “no support, on your own,
we give you a map and a paceline” ride
usually draws about a hundred riders when
the weather looks favorable. Fifty or sixty
will show up regardless of the conditions.
How many actually finish the hundred miles
is any body’s guess. With SuperBowl kick off
usually at 3 PM, you’ll probably be back in

time. If not, big deal eh? For more info visit
http://www.chicovelo.com/paskenta.htm or
email chicovelo@aol.com , phone at (530)
343-8356 or fax at (530) 342-4646. Chico
Velo Cycling Club

Saturday February 3
Bidwell Park Trail Maintenance Day  Help
maintain trails in Upper Bidwell Park from
8:00 am till noon. People of all ages are
welcome to participate. It’s a good way to
learn more about the park trails and what’s
being done to maintain and improve them.
Volunteers should meet at 8:00 am in the
parking lot located on the eastside of
Horseshoe Lake in Upper Bidwell Park.
Gloves, tools, training and beverages are
provided by the City. Wear sturdy shoes or
boots. For more information contact Steve
Hogue at the Parks Dept. (895-4758) or via
email at shogue@ci.chico.ca.us City of Chico
Parks Department

Sunday February 4
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Saturday February 10
Paradise Flume Hike (grade 3, class A).
Come walk nearly the entire flume above the
west branch of the Feather River from Dean
Road to the Kunkle Reservoir. A total
distance of about 8 miles with many great
views along the way. Car shuttle required.
Bring lunch, water and comfortable footwear.
Rain cancels. Meet at 9 A.M. at the Paradise
Albertson’s to set up the car shuttle. Leader:
Alan, 872-0419. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Cross-Country Ski (grade 2, class A/B).
We’ll go cross-country skiing where the snow
is good. This is for people who have their
own equipment. Bring skis, boots, poles,
lunch, water, appropriate clothing and $ for
the drivers. Call leader for time and meeting
place. Leader: Larry, 342-7998. Sierra Club,
Yahi group

Sunday February 11
Lassen Park Snowshoe Hike (grade 2, class
B). Trailhead near Lassen Park ski chalet. We
will snowshoe 4 or 5 miles, but can take
several hours depending on snow conditions.
Round trip drive of about 180 miles. Bring
your own snowshoes, layered clothing, gloves,
$ for carpooling and park entrance fee. Storm
cancels. Return to Chico about 5 P.M. Meet at
8 A.M. at Chico Park and Ride. Leader:
Kevin, 894-0438. Sierra Club, Yahi group

“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Saturday February 17
Cross Country Ski (grade 2, class B). We
will follow the pretty 5-7 mile McGowan
Trail from the bottom up the gradual incline-
then turn around and come back down.
Intermediate ski experience required. Dress
in layers and bring water and lunch. On our
way home, we’ll stop in Mineral for a hot
drink. Please bring your own or rented skis.
Round trip drive of 170 miles. Return about 5
P.M. Meet at Chico Park and Ride at 8 A.M.
Leader: Jeanne, 345-2549. Sierra Club, Yahi
group

Sunday February 18
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Tuesday February 20
Rice Valley Tandem Ride  A 34 mile north
loop takes riders through old, old walnut
orchards between Gridley and the Feather
River. The route elevates slightly to the mine
tailings from the gold rush era along the
Feather River on the right (east) and the
Thermalito Afterbay on the left.
At the Hwy 162 intersection route turns left,
crosses Hwy 99 to Richvale, turns left on The
Midway and zigzags south through rice fields
to Gridley for a rest stop. This loop can be
done on its own for a 34 mile ride, or as the
first stage of the century. Route then heads
west out of Gridley and south on the
Pennington Road to the Grey Lodge Wildlife
refuge. Then the route loops around the Sutter
Buttes, the World’s Smallest Mountain
Range, and begins in a clockwise direction,
so the peaks are always on your right. For
more information, including registration, go
to http://www.chicovelo.com/ricevly.htm ,
email chicovelo@aol.com ,phone at (530)
343-8356 or fax at (530) 342-4646. Chico
Velo Cycling Club

Thursday February 22
Cross-Country Ski Telemark Video. This
video is for intermediate and advanced skiers,
but has skiing and scenery for all levels. I’ll
also do a short overview on equipment and
clothing. Meet at the community room at the
food court at the Chico Mall at 7 P.M., sharp.
For more information call leader. Leader:
Larry, 342-7998. Sierra Club, Yahi group

Saturday February 24
Cross-Country Ski Backcountry Tour. This
is for people who own ski equipment. We’ll
go where the snow is good. Bring skis, boots,
poles, appropriate clothing, lunch, water and
$ for drivers. Call leader for time and meeting
place. Leader: Larry, 342-7998. Note: It is
expected that the Backcountry Ski Tour will
be repeated on March 10 and 24. Confirma-

tion and details will be posted in the Spring
outings calendar.Sierra Club, Yahi group

Sunday February 25
Bike Around the Sutter Buttes. A moder-
ately paced, mostly flat, 40-mile bicycle ride
that will allow viewing the Sutter Buttes from
all angles. Bring lunch/energy snacks and
water. Helmet mandatory. Meet at Chico Park
& Ride at 9 A.M. Leader: Ben, 894-6569.
Sierra Club, Yahi group

“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Saturday March 3
Bidwell Park Trail Maintenance Day Help
maintain trails in Upper Bidwell Park from
8:00 am till noon. People of all ages are
welcome to participate. It’s a good way to
learn more about the park trails and what’s
being done to maintain and improve them.
Volunteers should meet at 8:00 am in the
parking lot located on the eastside of
Horseshoe Lake in Upper Bidwell Park.
Gloves, tools, training and beverages are
provided by the City. Wear sturdy shoes or
boots. For more information contact Steve
Hogue at the Parks Dept. (895-4758) or via
email at shogue@ci.chico.ca.us City of Chico
Parks Department

Sunday March 4
“Mellow” Rides every Sunday Build your
base for next year with moderately paced
social rides over varied terrain. If you can ride
16 to 18 MPH on a flat road you will have no
trouble keeping up. This is a no drop ride.
Every Sunday, 9 AM at One Mile. 30 to 60
miles, destination determined by group at ride
start. See you there! Chico Velo Cycling Club

Monday March 5
Spring 2001 Environmental News to be
printed and distributed! Happy Spring!
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A.S. Chico Recycling ProgramA.S. Chico Recycling ProgramA.S. Chico Recycling ProgramA.S. Chico Recycling ProgramA.S. Chico Recycling Program
BMU 302  CSU, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0765
530/898-5033  fax: 530/898-4978
Web: www.csuchico.edu/as/recycle
Email: asrecycle@csuchico.edu
Barbara Kopicki

AAAAA.S. En.S. En.S. En.S. En.S. Envirvirvirvirviromentomentomentomentomental Afal Afal Afal Afal Affffffairairairairairs Councils Councils Councils Councils Council
BMU 309  CSU, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0750
530/898-5701  fax: 530/898-6014
Web: www.csuchico.edu/eac
Email: asenvironmental@csuchico.edu
Kat Polan

Altacal Audubon SocietyAltacal Audubon SocietyAltacal Audubon SocietyAltacal Audubon SocietyAltacal Audubon Society
P.O. Box 3671 Chico, CA 95927
530/891-4671
Web: www.audubon.org/chapter/ca/altacal
Email:  Skip Augur  wba@acm.org
Judy White (Chapter President)

American Lung AssociationAmerican Lung AssociationAmerican Lung AssociationAmerican Lung AssociationAmerican Lung Association
1108 Sheridan Suite B
Chico, CA 95926
530/345-5864  fax: 530/345-6035
Web: www.lungusa.org/superiorbranch/
index.html
Sara

Arboretum Management Club, CSUCArboretum Management Club, CSUCArboretum Management Club, CSUCArboretum Management Club, CSUCArboretum Management Club, CSUC
Big Chico Creek RestorationBig Chico Creek RestorationBig Chico Creek RestorationBig Chico Creek RestorationBig Chico Creek Restoration
1st & Normal Streets
Chico, CA 95929-0750
530/345-4542
Web: www.csuchico/edu/amc/
email: rkatz@mail.csuchico.edu
Rob Katz

BarBarBarBarBarrrrrry R. Kiry R. Kiry R. Kiry R. Kiry R. Kirshner Wshner Wshner Wshner Wshner Wildlifildlifildlifildlifildlife Fe Fe Fe Fe Foundationoundationoundationoundationoundation
P.O. Box 841  Durham, CA 95938
530/899-1700
Web: www.kirshner.org
Email: admin@kirshner.org

Bidwell Park Endowment FundBidwell Park Endowment FundBidwell Park Endowment FundBidwell Park Endowment FundBidwell Park Endowment Fund
P.O. Box 3223
Chico, CA 95927-3223
530/345-7265
Tom Barrett

Bidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation CenterBidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation CenterBidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation CenterBidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation CenterBidwell Wildlife Rehabilitation Center
P.O. Box 4005
Chico, CA 95927
530/343-9004 (Ans. Srvc.)
Email: marilyn_gamette@fws.gov
Marilyn Gamette

Big Chico CrBig Chico CrBig Chico CrBig Chico CrBig Chico Creek Week Week Week Week Watatatatatererererershed Allianceshed Allianceshed Allianceshed Allianceshed Alliance
602 Sycamore St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/342-3429  fax: 530/342-3401
Web: www.csuchico.edu/watershed/bcc
Email: bigchico@csuchico.edu
Suzanne Gibbs

ButtButtButtButtButte Cre Cre Cre Cre Creek Week Week Week Week Watatatatatererererershed Consershed Consershed Consershed Consershed Conservvvvvancyancyancyancyancy
P.O. Box 1611  Chico, CA 95927
530/893-5399
Web: www.buttecreekwatershed.org
Email: creek@inreach.com
Chuck Kutz

Butte Environmental Council, Inc.Butte Environmental Council, Inc.Butte Environmental Council, Inc.Butte Environmental Council, Inc.Butte Environmental Council, Inc.
116 W. Second St. #3
Chico, CA 95928
530/891-6424  fax: 530/891-6426
Web: www.becnet.org
Email: staff@becnet.org

Butte Humane SocietyButte Humane SocietyButte Humane SocietyButte Humane SocietyButte Humane Society
2579 Fair St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/343-7917 fax: 530/343-3734
Web: www.buttehumane.org
Email: shelter@buttehumane.org
Tracy Ross

CalifCalifCalifCalifCalifororororornia Consernia Consernia Consernia Consernia Conservvvvvation Coration Coration Coration Coration Corpspspspsps
2345 Fair Street  Chico, CA 95928
530/895-4336  pager: 916/592-6500
Web: www.ccc.ca.gov
Bill Reeves

CalifCalifCalifCalifCalifororororornia Nnia Nnia Nnia Nnia Nativativativativative Plant Sociee Plant Sociee Plant Sociee Plant Sociee Plant Societytytytyty
1722 J St., Suite 17
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/447-2677
Web: www.cnps.org

CalifCalifCalifCalifCalifororororornia Spornia Spornia Spornia Spornia Sportftftftftfishing Prishing Prishing Prishing Prishing Proooootttttection Allianceection Allianceection Allianceection Allianceection Alliance
P.O. Box 1790  Graeagle, CA 96103
530/836-1115  fax: 530/836-2062
Web: www.dnai.com/~ccate/CSPAPager0.html
Email: cspa@psln.com
Bob Baiocchi

CalifCalifCalifCalifCalifororororornia Wnia Wnia Wnia Wnia Wilderilderilderilderilderness Coalitionness Coalitionness Coalitionness Coalitionness Coalition
2655 Portage Bay East, Suite 5
Davis, CA 95616
530/758-0380  fax: 530/758-0382
Web: www.calwild.org
Email: info@calwild.org

Chico Cat CoalitionChico Cat CoalitionChico Cat CoalitionChico Cat CoalitionChico Cat Coalition
P.O. Box 4214
Chico, CA 95927
530/894-1365

Chico CerChico CerChico CerChico CerChico Certiftiftiftiftified Fied Fied Fied Fied Farararararmermermermermers Mars Mars Mars Mars Markkkkkeeeeettttt
305 Wall St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/893-3276  fax: 530/893-0680
Email: karrottalk@aol.com
Terry Givens, Market Manager.

Chico Creek Nature CenterChico Creek Nature CenterChico Creek Nature CenterChico Creek Nature CenterChico Creek Nature Center
1968 E. 8th St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/891-4671  fax: 530/891-0837
Web: www.chico.com/naturecenter
Email: naturecenter@chico.com
Judy White, Director

Chico FlyfishersChico FlyfishersChico FlyfishersChico FlyfishersChico Flyfishers
1255 E. Lindo Ave.
Chico, CA 95926
530/343-2417
John Ost

Chico Food Not BombsChico Food Not BombsChico Food Not BombsChico Food Not BombsChico Food Not Bombs
Web: http://sunset.net/~zrogers/fnb
Email: zrogers@sunset.net
Zeke Rogers 530/893-5772
Erin 530/896-1747

Chico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural FoodsChico Natural Foods
818 Main St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/891-1713  fax: 530/891-6066
Web: www.chiconatural.com
Scott Richman & Cheryl McCoy, Co-Managers

Chico Peace & Justice CenterChico Peace & Justice CenterChico Peace & Justice CenterChico Peace & Justice CenterChico Peace & Justice Center
526 Broadway  Chico, CA 95928
530/893-9078
Web: www.becnet.org/ChicoPeace
Email: peace1st@shocking.com
Amaera BayLaurel, Coordinator

Chico TChico TChico TChico TChico Trrrrree Enhancement & Education Pree Enhancement & Education Pree Enhancement & Education Pree Enhancement & Education Pree Enhancement & Education Progogogogogrrrrramamamamam
P.O. Box 68  Forest Ranch, CA 95942
530/895-0866
Email: rwcole@jps.net
Roger Cole

Chico VChico VChico VChico VChico Velo Cyelo Cyelo Cyelo Cyelo Cycling Clubcling Clubcling Clubcling Clubcling Club
P.O. Box 2285
Chico, CA 95927-2285
530/343-8356  fax: 530/342-4646
800/482-2453
Web: www.chicovelo.com
Email: chicovelo@aol.com
Ed McLaughlin

Community ACommunity ACommunity ACommunity ACommunity Action Vction Vction Vction Vction Voluntoluntoluntoluntolunteereereereereers in Educations in Educations in Educations in Educations in Education
(C(C(C(C(CAAAAAVE)VE)VE)VE)VE)
Bell Memorial Union, Room 309
California State University, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0750
530/898-5817  fax: 530/898-6431
Web: www.csuchico.edu/cave
Email: ntimmons@csuchico.edu
Nan Timmons, Executive Director

Deer CrDeer CrDeer CrDeer CrDeer Creek Week Week Week Week Watatatatatererererershedshedshedshedshed
ConserConserConserConserConservvvvvancyancyancyancyancy
Box 307   Vina CA 96092
530/839-2358
Web: www.csuchico.edu/watershed/
deercreek/
Dianne Gaumer

Environmental Action & Resource CenterEnvironmental Action & Resource CenterEnvironmental Action & Resource CenterEnvironmental Action & Resource CenterEnvironmental Action & Resource Center
CSU, Chico
418 Ivy St.
Chico, CA 95929-
530/898-5676
Web: www.csuchico.edu/earc
Email: earc@csuchico.edu
Kanita Brown

Environmental AdvocatesEnvironmental AdvocatesEnvironmental AdvocatesEnvironmental AdvocatesEnvironmental Advocates
CLIC, West 2nd & Cherry, CSUC
Chico, CA 95926-
530/898-4354  fax: 530/898-4911
Web: www.csuchico.edu/clic/ea.htm
Email: clic@csuchico.edu
Jeff Furgison

FFFFFarararararm Sanctuarm Sanctuarm Sanctuarm Sanctuarm Sanctuaryyyyy
P.O. Box 1065   Orland, CA 95963
530/865-4617  fax: 530/865-4622
Web: www.farmsanctuary.org/
Email: west@farmsanctuary.org
Diane Miller, ext 11

Friends of Butte CreekFriends of Butte CreekFriends of Butte CreekFriends of Butte CreekFriends of Butte Creek
500 Orange St.  Chico CA 95928
530/879-0887  fax: 530/879-0885
Email: ahart@harpo.to
Alan Harthorn

FFFFFrrrrriends of Plumas Wiends of Plumas Wiends of Plumas Wiends of Plumas Wiends of Plumas Wilderilderilderilderildernessnessnessnessness
P.O. Box 207
Quincy, CA 95971-0207
530/283-1007
Ruth Jackson

Friends of the RiverFriends of the RiverFriends of the RiverFriends of the RiverFriends of the River
915 20th Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/442-3155  fax: 916/442-3396
Email: info@friendsoftheriver.org
Web: friendsoftheriver.org
Steve Evans

Habitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for HumanityHabitat for Humanity
526 Broadway, Chico CA 95928
P.O. Box 3073, Chico CA 95927
530/895-1271 fax: 530/895-0432
Web: www.habitat.org
Pam Easterly, Director

Humanity RisingHumanity RisingHumanity RisingHumanity RisingHumanity Rising
P.O. Box 528  Chico, CA 95927
530/899-7719
Email: jomaha@sunset.net
John Omaha

Lassen FLassen FLassen FLassen FLassen Forororororesesesesest Prt Prt Prt Prt Preseresereseresereservvvvvation Gration Gration Gration Gration Groupoupoupoupoup
985 Salem St., #4  Chico, CA 95928
530/345-5698
Email: ssayre@jps.net
Stephen Sayre

Butte County Eco-Directory
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Little Chico CrLittle Chico CrLittle Chico CrLittle Chico CrLittle Chico Creek Week Week Week Week Watatatatatererererershed Grshed Grshed Grshed Grshed Groupoupoupoupoup
Dept. of Biological Sciences, CSU, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0515
530/898-6311  fax: 530/345-4525
Email: JHubbell@exchange.csuchico.edu
Jean Hubbell

Maintain Our Rural Environment (M.O.R.E.)Maintain Our Rural Environment (M.O.R.E.)Maintain Our Rural Environment (M.O.R.E.)Maintain Our Rural Environment (M.O.R.E.)Maintain Our Rural Environment (M.O.R.E.)
P.O. Box 966   Paradise, CA 95967
530/872-1645  fax: 530/872-9402
Email: paradisetrees@aol.com
Vicki Redridge-Kunst

Middle Mountain Foundation, Middle Mountain Foundation, Middle Mountain Foundation, Middle Mountain Foundation, Middle Mountain Foundation, Sutter ButtesSutter ButtesSutter ButtesSutter ButtesSutter Buttes
NaturalistsNaturalistsNaturalistsNaturalistsNaturalists
1000 Lincoln Road, Suite H
Yuba City, CA 95991
530/634-6387  fax: 530/695-2438
Web: www.middlemountain.org
Email: middlemountain@yahoo.com
Janice Schmide

Mill CrMill CrMill CrMill CrMill Creek Consereek Consereek Consereek Consereek Conservvvvvancyancyancyancyancy
P.O. Box 188   Los Molinos, CA 96055
530/595-4470  fax: 530/595-4470
Web: www.csuchico.edu/watershed/millcreek
Email: milcrk1@aol.com
Kerry Burke

Natural Lands Project: Acquisition & Manage-Natural Lands Project: Acquisition & Manage-Natural Lands Project: Acquisition & Manage-Natural Lands Project: Acquisition & Manage-Natural Lands Project: Acquisition & Manage-
ment of Enment of Enment of Enment of Enment of Envirvirvirvirvironmentonmentonmentonmentonmental Pral Pral Pral Pral Preseresereseresereservvvvveseseseses
Dept. of Geography and Planning, CSU, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0425
530/898-5780  fax: 530/898-6781
Web: www.csuchico.edu/watershed/project
Email: dholtgrieve@csuchico.edu
Dr. Donald Holtgrieve

Neighbors for Environmental & FiscalNeighbors for Environmental & FiscalNeighbors for Environmental & FiscalNeighbors for Environmental & FiscalNeighbors for Environmental & Fiscal
ResponsibilityResponsibilityResponsibilityResponsibilityResponsibility
P.O. Box 4512 Chico, CA 95927-4512
530/345-6125
Web: www.shocking.com/~creeks

NNNNNororororortttttherherherherhern Califn Califn Califn Califn Califororororornia Rnia Rnia Rnia Rnia Regional Land Tegional Land Tegional Land Tegional Land Tegional Land Trrrrrusususususttttt
167 E. 3rd Ave.  Chico, CA 95926
530/894-7738  fax: 530/894-7738
Email: parks@shocking.com
Keith McKinley

Plumas Forest ProjectPlumas Forest ProjectPlumas Forest ProjectPlumas Forest ProjectPlumas Forest Project
P.O. Box 903  Blairsden, CA 96103
530/836-2629
Neil Dion

PrPrPrPrProooootttttect Our Wect Our Wect Our Wect Our Wect Our Watatatatatererererershedshedshedshedshed
P.O. Box 1223  Paradise, CA 95967
530/873-6383
Email: cont103@aol.com
Jean Crist

SacrSacrSacrSacrSacramentamentamentamentamento Rivo Rivo Rivo Rivo River Per Per Per Per Pararararartnertnertnertnertnersssss
261 E. 3rd St.  Chico, CA 95928
530/894-3437  fax: 530/894-2970
Email: sacriver@c-zone.net
John Carlton

SacrSacrSacrSacrSacramentamentamentamentamento Rivo Rivo Rivo Rivo River Prer Prer Prer Prer Preseresereseresereservvvvvation Tation Tation Tation Tation Trrrrrusususususttttt
631 Flume St.
P.O. Box 5366  Chico, CA 95927
530/345-1865  fax: 530/899-5105
John Merz, Chair

SacrSacrSacrSacrSacramentamentamentamentamento Rivo Rivo Rivo Rivo River Wer Wer Wer Wer Watatatatatererererershed  Prshed  Prshed  Prshed  Prshed  Progogogogogrrrrram-am-am-am-am-
Resource CenterResource CenterResource CenterResource CenterResource Center
Butte Hall, Room  612, CSU, Chico
Chico, CA 95929-0425
530/898-4083 or 1-888-815-3330
Email: srwp@oberon.lab.csuchico.edu
Web: www.sacriver.org

SierSierSierSierSierrrrrra Club, Ya Club, Ya Club, Ya Club, Ya Club, Yahi Grahi Grahi Grahi Grahi Groupoupoupoupoup
P.O. Box 2012  Chico, CA 95927
530/345-2696
Web: www.motherlode.sierraclub.org/yahi/
Linda Stuckey

SierSierSierSierSierrrrrra Eara Eara Eara Eara Earttttth Fh Fh Fh Fh Fiririririrssssst!t!t!t!t!
228 Commercial St. Suite 174
Nevada City, CA 95959
530/470-0918
Email: scott_s@oro.net
Scott Schroder

Sierra Nevada Forest Protection CampaignSierra Nevada Forest Protection CampaignSierra Nevada Forest Protection CampaignSierra Nevada Forest Protection CampaignSierra Nevada Forest Protection Campaign
915 20th St.
Sacramento, CA 95814
916/442-3155 x206  fax: 916/442-3396
Web: www.sierraforests.org
Email: Sierra_Campaign@friendsoftheriver.org
Scott Hoffman

Snow Goose FestivalSnow Goose FestivalSnow Goose FestivalSnow Goose FestivalSnow Goose Festival
P.O. Box 1063
Chico, CA 95927-1063
Email: snogeese@pacbell.net
800/852-8570 ext 313
530/891-5556 ext 313

South Bidwell Park Neighborhood AssociationSouth Bidwell Park Neighborhood AssociationSouth Bidwell Park Neighborhood AssociationSouth Bidwell Park Neighborhood AssociationSouth Bidwell Park Neighborhood Association
866 Husa Lane  Chico, CA 95928
Web: www.sbpnassoc.com
Email:  JSmith3234@aol.com

Stop Bidwell RanchStop Bidwell RanchStop Bidwell RanchStop Bidwell RanchStop Bidwell Ranch
49 Forest Creek Circle Chico, CA 95928-4173
530/345-7205
Betty Volker

SSSSStrtrtrtrtreamindereamindereamindereamindereaminders, Chaps, Chaps, Chaps, Chaps, Chapttttter of Izaak Wer of Izaak Wer of Izaak Wer of Izaak Wer of Izaak Waltaltaltaltaltononononon
LeagueLeagueLeagueLeagueLeague
P.O. Box 68  Forest Ranch, CA 95942
530/895-0866
Email: rwcole@jps.net
Roger Cole

The NThe NThe NThe NThe Naturaturaturaturature Consere Consere Consere Consere Conservvvvvancyancyancyancyancy, Sacr, Sacr, Sacr, Sacr, Sacramentamentamentamentamento Rivo Rivo Rivo Rivo Rivererererer
ProjectProjectProjectProjectProject
500 Main St. Suite B
Chico, CA 95928
530/897-6370  fax: 530/342-0257
Web: www.tnc.org
Sam Lawson

The NThe NThe NThe NThe Naturaturaturaturature Consere Consere Consere Consere Conservvvvvancyancyancyancyancy,,,,,
Lassen Foothill ProjectLassen Foothill ProjectLassen Foothill ProjectLassen Foothill ProjectLassen Foothill Project
958 Washington St.
Red Bluff, CA 96080
530/527-0424  fax: 530-527-0384
Web: www.tnc.org
Cori Leong

TTTTTrrrrrout Uout Uout Uout Uout Unlimitnlimitnlimitnlimitnlimitededededed
848 Morninghome Ct.
Chico, CA. 95926
530/893-3116
Email: ep10@mail.csuchico.edu
or agroninja@yahoo.com
Eric Pooler

VVVVValleallealleallealley Wy Wy Wy Wy Watatatatater Prer Prer Prer Prer Proooootttttectionectionectionectionection
7399 Hwy 99  Oroville, CA 95965
530/343-0916  fax: 530/894-7829
Email: colefarm@shocking.com
Linda Cole

THE  ALEXANDER  TECHNIQUE

FREE DEMONSTRATION!

              With Naomi Davis

• Relieve musculo-skeletal tension
and pain

• Achieve your personal best

• Improve sports performance
and reduce injury

• Improve voice quality

• Improve performance in music,
theater and dance

530-898-9523

YYYYYoung Lifoung Lifoung Lifoung Lifoung Life We We We We Woodleafoodleafoodleafoodleafoodleaf
P.O. Box 397
Center Country School
Challenge, CA 95925
530/675-2252  fax: 530/675-0458
Web: www.woodleaf.yl.org
Email: Woodleaf@Woodleaf.YoungLife.Org
Shelly Miller

Advertise in the
Environmental News

For ad rates for business cards, 1/4 page, 1/2 page and full page ads, call 891-6424

Sponsor  a Web Page on
www.BECNET.org

For ad rates for banner ads, email staff@becnet.org or call 891-6424



What does BEC do?

• Sponsors the Endangered Species Faire
• Works with Ecolife staff in classroom presentations
• Participates in public hearings on proposed developments
• Sponsors cleanups of Chico creeks
• Helps thousands of residents with recycling and toxics questions

• Monitors wetland losses

What BEC membership brings you
• A subscription to the periodic Membergrams.
• The right to serve on and vote for BEC’s Board of Directors.
• Invitations to special BEC events and the Environmental Banquet.
• Most importantly, the opportunity to join more than 800 local environ-
mental activists who help support the movement to preserve and enhance
our natural world.

Sign me up for a BEC membership
$20 Low income

$35 Individual

$50 Household

$100 Wetlands Watch

$150 Energy Elite

$500 Cougar Cadre (Receives 4 tickets to the Environmental Banquet)

Become a BEC Angel

 I would like to become a “BEC Angel” by pledging $ ____ per

         month or     quarter to BEC. Enclosed is my first payment.

Become a BEC Volunteer!
We need your help!

We need help — lots of help! With the Environmental Banquet, the Endangered
Species Faire and the various Creek Cleanups — our small staff and Board of
Directors has its hands full. Any assistance is always very much appreciated.

If you can volunteer your time (no matter how much) and/or have a special skill to
share, please fill out the coupon below. If you've volunteered in the past, but aren't
sure whether we have your name and current phone on file, you can also submit an
updated form. We’ll keep your information on file and give you a call when our
needs coincide with your offer. Thank you!

Become a BEC Member!

Method of payment
       Electronic Funds Transfer now available. Call BEC at 891-6424  for details.

Check, made payable to BEC.
Credit card (circle one) Visa Mastercard Amex Discover

Credit Card No. Exp.

Signature

Make checks payable to Butte Environmental Council. Mail this form to
BEC, 116 W. Second Street., #3, Chico, CA 95928. Contributions to
BEC are tax-deductible (less the cost of any premiums).

  Name

  Address

  City & Zip

  Telephone

  Email

Contribute to BEC through the United Way
If your employer participates in payroll deductions for the United Way, you can make a
donation to BEC in every payroll period. There's one minor glitch: BEC isn't listed on any
United Way contribution forms, so you have to ask your employer to notify United Way that
your contribution is for BEC. After that, the United Way will forward your contribution to BEC.

Please don’t share my name with other groups.Please don’t share my name with other groups.Please don’t share my name with other groups.Please don’t share my name with other groups.Please don’t share my name with other groups.
I prefer not to be thanked in the I prefer not to be thanked in the I prefer not to be thanked in the I prefer not to be thanked in the I prefer not to be thanked in the MembergramMembergramMembergramMembergramMembergram for my donation. for my donation. for my donation. for my donation. for my donation.

Times that are usually most convenient for me to volunteer:

Weekday mornings Weekday afternoons

Weekday evenings Weekends

I am interested in helping with the following activities (please check all that apply):

Artwork (graphic art, illustrations, etc.)

Various Creek Cleanups

22nd Annual Endangered Species Fair (Spring 2001)

Publicity

Soliciting sponsors/donations

Booth construction & set-up (the day before the Faire)

Clean-Up

Environmental News, BEC’s quarterly newspaper

Fundraising

Office work

Mailings News clippings (cutting & filing)

Phones Research

Photography (taking photos of our events and activities; nature photography)

Writing letters to elected officials and regulatory agencies

  Name

  Address

  City & Zip

  Telephone

  Email

Mail this form to BEC, 116 W. Second Street, Chico, CA 95928.

Return Service Requested

116 W. Second St., Suite 3
Chico, CA 95928
(530) 891-6424

Non Profit
Organization
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Chico, CA 95928


